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Females outnumber males in freshman makeup
by Ben Dalbey
staff writer
The latest product of the JMU rumor mill, the idea that this
year's freshman class has a female to male ratio of 5-to-l, has
gone the way of Niki Taylor enrolling at JMU and the haunting
of Wilson Hall.
Roxie Shabazz, director of admissions, said the claim is
unfounded.
"I don't know where the rumor started," she said.
Shabazz said the breakdown is actually 21 males for every 29
females, or 42 percent male and 58 percent female.
Overall, the JMU student body is 46 percent male and 54
percent female, according to Gary Beatty, associate director of
admissions.
Shabazz said she would have liked the ratio to be more even
in this year's freshman class.
"We tried very hard to come in 50-50," she said, "but that's
just not always possible."
Shabazz said although the ratio is slightly higher than it has
been in years past, it is consistent with a current trend in higher
education.
"We have more women generally applying and going to
college" than men, she said.
The reason for the more pronounced difference this year is the
fact that more women applied to JMU this year than in years
past, she said.
For academic year 1993r'94, 4,424 males and 6,799 females
applied to JMU, as compared to 1994*95, when 4,550 men and
7,162^women applied.
Shabazz said the admissions office does not favor any
applicant on the basis of gender, so the result was an increase in

Male / Female
Ratios
1. Freshman class:
42°o men / 58°o women
2.Transfer students for 1995 school year:
43° o men / 57% women
3. JMU's entire student body:
46% men / 54°0 women

Stiimv, Roxie Shiihazz,
Director •>! Admission*
LISA DELMiEY/staff artist
the number of female students.
"We accepted more women; we rejected more women; more
women applied," Shabazz said.
Byron Bullock, associate vice president of student affairs, said
universities across the country are seeing more female
applicants.
He said the trend may be due to more men joining the armed
forces and going to trade schools instead of attending four-year
institutions.
9,
Bullock said the JMU population has been about 55 percent

female for "a number of years."
He added that the admissions office has little control over the
ratio because they cannot know who will accept JMU's offers for
admission.
"We really have no control over that," he said.
The difference is not a problem, however, because both men
and women are involved in leadership roles throughout the
campus, he said.
"I think we have a good balance in terms of [the] male-female
[ratio]," he said.
Freshman political science major Matt Burton said he has
noticed the effects of the ratio.
"There really does seem like there are more girls, but I didn't
hear any of the rumors," he said.
Tracy Hendrickson, a freshman business major, also said she
thought there were more women on campus than men.
"I've noticed in all my classes there are a lot more girls than
guys," she said.
Hendrickson said, however, she was not concerned by the
ratio.
"I don't really care," she said.
^<
Shabazz said despite the ratio, this year's freshman classes''
well qualified.
"As always in admissions, we're looking at academic
preparation," she said.
More than 80 percent of this year's freshmen graduated in the
top third of their high school class, she said.
Fifty percent of the class scored between 1040 and 1190 on
the SAT, she said, with 25 percent above 1190 and 25 percent
below 1040.
"Even though we took more students this year, the SAT
[average] will not significantly change," she said.

JMU foreign concept for some Grievance committees
International students
adjust to new culture

avenue for complaints
by Kristen Heiss
contributing writer
A recent dart in The Breeze drew
attention to the availability of
student grievance committees on
campus.
The dart in the Sept. 11 issue of
The Breeze stated, "A dart to the
History 233 teacher's assistant for
using his discussion class as a
pulpit to ■berate Dr. Carrie 1
The Student Grievan
Proa

by Steve Lee
staff writer
This story is part one of a two-part series highlighting the
lives of international students and faculty at JMU.
For international students coming to America, the
saying "every silver lining has a touch of gray" rings true.
Junior Wanja Gikonyo, of Kenya, is one of about 440
foreign students discovering the advantages and
difficulties of life at JMU.
Gikonyo said she has had to make several adjustments
since arriving in Harrisonburg, including acclimating to
cultural differences, a more temperate climate and a less
healthy diet.
Getting used to the cooler weather in the Shenandoah
Valley has been difficult for Gikonyo because she is used
to the tropical climate of her native Africa.
Gikonyo also has had difficulty growing accustomed to
American cuisine, which she described as "junkier" than
the Kenyan diet. She has avoided the perils of unhealthy
American food by cooking her own meals.
"We cook everything in this house.'We eat healthy
food," Gikonyo said.
While getting used to the weather and food have been
difficult, the hardest adjustment for Gikonyo was learning
to live without her parents, she said.
"It's very different in our culture. If you are going to
school, you're under your parents," she said. "You won't
run around and pay your own rent because your parents do
everything for you."
On the academic side of life, JMU's larger classes have
also been an adjustment for Gikonyo. Before coming here,
she was used to classes with only about 30 to 40 students.
"It was kind of overwhelming," she said of large
lecture classes. "I like that one-to-one relationship [of
smaller classes]."
One of senior Elizabeth O'Brien-Coker's biggest
problems has been adjusting to computers. In her
homeland of Gambia, students usually turn in handwritten

It is responsible for preserving the
anonymity of the student, and
presents the complaint to the
faculty component
Both components decide if the
complaint is valid. If it is, the
fafultytnember in question is
informed of the complaint and
asked to respond. The faculty
member is informed of the
complaint by a department or
school head or the committee,
according to the student handbook.
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Sophomore Smitha Rai came to America In the
10th grade. She says she Is no longer homesick.

papers instead of typed or computer-printed copies.
"It's scary to me; I don't even want to try it," O'BrienCoker said of typing. "I don't even know how to type yet,
and I'm a senior."
,
Gikonyo said American grammar has been a problem
for her since she was educated in a British school system
in Kenya.
"It's just little things like when to put the comma," she
said. '"ITie way the Americans do it and the British do it
are two different things. If I do it my British way, it will
be wrong."
see INTERNATIONAL page 2
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to establish and publicize student
grievance committees.
Voige said, '1 was pleased that the
Faculty Senate took the stand it did.
The procedure has been on the books
for at least a decade and is a
responsible way to handle what is
probably a very minor problem."
Richard Whitman, provdst of the
College of Arts and Letters, said the
history department responded to the
dart in an efficient manner.
"I think the history department
has acted quickly and responsively,"
he said. "As soon as the complaint
appeared in The Breeze, I got a note
from David Owusu-Ansah explaining
that the student grievance committees
existed and inviting students to

participate in it."
Whitman said that the letter from
Owusu-Ansah, history graduate
coordinator, is similar to the letter
Owusu-Ansah wrote to the editor that
appeared in the Sept. 14 issue of The
Breeze.
Several faculty members
commented that students often don't
use grievance committees, despite
their availability.
Peter Hager. acting head of the
English department, said, "[The
English department's grievance
committee] has existed for at least
five years. As far as I know, it has
never been used."
James Benedict, professor of
psychology and chair of the Student
Advisory Committee of the

International

In The Breeze. .

continued from page 1
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JMU student Rune Q. Johansen is assisted by Harrisonburg rescue squad personnel and campus c^jjjfj*'"6"
an accident on Bluestone Drive after he crashed his motorcycle Into a vehicle heading In the opposite direction.
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77K Breeze has a sub-conference
on the main bulletin board of the
JMU VAX system where you can
leave comments, questions, darts,
pats and letters to the editor.

In comparing the two education systems,
Gikonyo said she prefers the American system
because of the flexibility it provides.
"In the British system, it's much more
straightforward," she said. "Here I can change my
major and it won't hurt me so bad. But if you're in
the British system and you choose a major, you
have to stay with it."
At the same time, however, O'Brien-Coker said
she misses the straightforwardness because she
knows exactly what she wants to do, and in
America, reaching that goal takes much longer than
in the British system.
"For me, I've never changed my mind about
being a lawyer since elementary school. If I was in
London right now, I would have completed my law
degree a long time ago," O'Brien-Coker said.
Sophomore Smitha Rai is an international
student from Saudi Arabia, although American
international schools provided most of her
education.
She didn't move to America until she began
10th grade at a boarding school in Chatham. The
international school in Saudi Arabia only had
classes up to the ninth-grade level.
"It was a major transition," Rai said. "I was the
saddest little kid over there.
"I would call home almost every day and be
bawling on the phone," she said, "My dad would
be yelling about the phone bill while my mom
consoled me."

psychology department, said, "One
of the functions of the Student
Advisory Committee is to handle
complaints. It is made up of about a
half-dozen students and myself. In
the past few years, no grievances
have been heard by the committee."
Most students haven't heard of the
Student Grievances Procedure, but
many had opinions after the
procedure was explained.
Sophomore English major Hillary
Zahm said, "I think the student
grievance committees can be trusted.
A student and faculty perspective
would be logical."
Undeclared sophomore Reese
Bowen asked, "Why not take it
straight to the teacher you have a
problem with instead of blowing it

out of proportion? If (the teacher)
can't understand the problem, then
it's not worth the committee telling
him the same thing."
According to Voige, any
department that does not already
have a student grievance committee
is in the process of setting up one.
Whitman said about half of the
department's 11 schools in the
College of Arts and Letters have
student grievance committees.
"Students in my class are paying
for 75 minutes of instruction in
chemistry, and that's what they
should get," Voige said. "A faculty
member who is using class time
appropriately has nothing to fear
from the existing procedure. Nor
does a student with a real complaint."

Since she attended three years of school in
Exchange students apply through the specific
America, Rai said her transition to JMU wasn't department that is offering the exchange program.
difficult. She was spared the homesickness other Saadatmand said.
During the past decade, the international student
freshmen go through.
"In a couple of days, JMU was home to me. I body at JMU has grown from 70 students in 1985
mean, I love this place," Rai said.
, to 120 in 1990 to about 440 this year, Saadatmand
Bijan Saadatmand, director of international said.
student and faculty services, said international
Of those, about 400 are degree-seeking students,
students have reported to him they have received while the rest are exchange students who are only
pleasant treatment from everyone on campus.
here for one or two semesters.
He has also received numerous letters and
Saadatmand attributes the growth of the foreign
phone calls from international students who have student body to the improving reputation of )he
transferred to different schools saying how much university, as shown by rankings in national and
they miss JMU, he said.
international magazines.
Saadatmand is known to international students
"When students ask American educational
as "Uncle Bijan."
counselors, 'Tell me a place to go; I'd like to be in
"I'm really am»their uncle," Saadatmand said.
the Eastern part of the U.S. and cldse to
"A lot of the parents read my letter of acceptance. I Washington, D.C.,' well, look at this, at the top is
always identify who I am and what my office can James Madison University," Saadatmand said.
do for them, and they literally take that letter to
Another reason for the growth is word-ofheart.
mouth. Saadatmand said the children of previous
"Sometimes the parents bring their children, and international students now attend JMU.
they literally put them in my hand," he said. 'They
Al Menard, associate vice president of
say, 'We read your letter, and I want you to know educational programs and assessment, said
that we came here because of that letter.'"
international students are beneficial because they
Applications for degree-seeking international expose the university to diverse cultures.
students are treated no differently from an
"The more students have an opportunity to
application from an American student, he said. interact with people with different backgrounds
International students face additional requirements, and experiences, the more they are going lobe
however, including evidence of financial support enhanced when they leave this institution to deal
and passing the Test of English as a Foreign with real-life situations after graduation," Menard
Language exam.
said.
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Cultures unite at Hispanic 'Encounter'
Atefc, food, dancing help to celebrate diversity at second annual event
by Cristie Bret n

meets regularly to organize events
and discuss issues relating to the
Hispanic community.
Breaking language barriers and
Marta Meza, chairwoman of
bringing people togelher, Sunday's
Comite Hispano, said she hoped the
second annual Latin American
event would help people who came
Encounter was a whirlwind of
"to be aware that there is a Spanish
spirited fiesta.
community here — a very healthy
Members of countless different
community."
ethnic origins flocked to the Cecil E.
Meza said she felt it was
Gilkerson Community Activities
important that native Harrisonburg
Center near Westover Park to take
residents and Hispanic residents use
part in the event.
the opportunity to get to know each
Organizers originally planned for
other.
the festival to take place in Westover
"We need to put both cultures
Park, where the event was held last
together," she said.
year, but changed the location due to
Several participants commented
threatening weather reports.
that this year's1 event received a
The center pulsed with activity.
"more positive" reaction from the
People of all ages floated back and
Harrisonburg community than the
forth between a craft show, dining
event did last year.
area and gymnasium-turned dance
The mere existence of last year's
hall.
festival was temporarily in jeopardy
Meraber^jrf Comite Hispano, a
when a bomb threat for Westover
Harrisdnburg organization dedicated
Park was called into Harrisonburg
to issues concerning the local
television station WHSV.
Hispanic community, organized the
Accordihg to the Oct. 6, 1994
event.
issue of The Breeze, police checked
the area between picnic shelters
"
where the bombs were expected to
have been placed, but no bombs were
found and the area was declared safe.
Another wrench thrown into last
year's celebration came when a
Hispanic Committee member found a
life-size dummy hanging from a tree
9>
with a sign attached to its neck that
read "Mexican."
But participants wouldn't let a
Tony Killen
few complications get in their way.
Comite Hispano member
"Even with last year's incidents,
we got a really good turnout," Tony
Cpmite Hispano began in spring
Killen, Comite Hispano member,
1994, shortly after the shooting
said.
death of Catarino Chavez-Gaona, a
Killen said he felt a more positive
Mexican immigrant who was shot
reaction from Harrisonburg residents
and killed during a standoff with
regarding this year's Latin American
Harrisonburg police.
_
Encounter.
The group was originally created
"All we're trying to do is bring
to build a bridge of understanding
[the different racial groups] closer
between members of Harrisonburg's
together," Killen said. "We want to
Latin community and the existing
promote more tolerance, more
community.
understanding."
Comite Hispano consists of about
Performing acts added a new
five to 20 members. The group
dimension to the event.
news editor

We want to
promote more
tolerance, more
understanding.

In the gymnasium, children
performed traditional, modern and
mariachi Mexican dances. A
Colombian couple performed a dance
native of their land.
Later in the afternoon, festivalgoers were treated to a show
highlighting costumes typical of
countries including Mexico,
Colombia, Argentina, Nicaragua and
Chile\
Some of the same exhibits of last
year were present this year, including
a wide variety of typical Latin dishes,
including empanadas, yuca and flan.
Elda Pinto served yuca and other
dishes, which she spent about three
hours Sunday morning preparing in
her home.
"Just as we enjoy American food,
we want other people to try our food,
and enjoy it as well," she said.
"I like to come here to meet
different people," Pinto said. "More
than anything, I like to share in the
cultures of other people."
Javier Contreras, Comite Hispano
member, said the celebratory
atmosphere is a positive influence in
bringing people together.
Contreras said he hoped by
bringing the Hispanic community
together, "others will want to
participate."
Rose McNaulty and her family
traveled from Franklin, West
Virginia to attend the hispanic
encounter.
"I just think it's important that we
all get together and enjoy ourselves,"
she said. "And the food is delicious."
Asela Goebel, a Harrisonburg
resident originally from Cuba, said
she enjoyed seeing people of
different countries coming together
to have fun.
"I think it's nice to have the
diversity," Goebel said. "It's nice to
see people coming togethej, having
fun and trying different foods," she
said.
Some interviews were conducted in
SHARI MVLLEMcontributing photographer
Spanish and some quotes were
Rebecca Logan and her partner dance a traditional Mexican dance
translated into English.
during the second-annual Latin American Encounter Sunday.

ISAT earns accreditation
avid Hurt

by David Hurt
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Assault and Battery
• Two unidentified males allegedly
assaulted a male student jogging
beside the tennis courts near Godwin
Hal at 10:30 p.m. Sept. 13.
Both suspects were described as
white mala*, (Meet tall with medium
builds and wearing sweatshirts.

Accident/DUI/Refusal to
Take a Breath Test
• Student Rune G. Johansen, 25, of
Porsgrun, Norway, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol and refusing to take
a breath test on Bluestone Drive at
11:50 p.m. Sept. 13.
Rune reportedly was traveling west
on Bluestone Drive on a motorcycle
when he was involved in an accident
with an east-bound vehide.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a men's Schwinn High Plain's 18-speed
mountain bike from the Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority house at 12:35 p.m. Sept. 12.
The bike is black with blue spots
and is valued at $500.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a men's black Giant Sedona 21-speed
bicycle from the Zane.Showker Hall
bike rack at 10:39 a.m. Sept. 14.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
the rear wheel off a Specialized
mountain bike from the bike rack at the
southwest end of Hillside Hall at 7:49
a.m. Sept 13.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
the mouse from a Win computer in
Maury Hall, rm. 213, at 9:18 a.m. Sept.
14.

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 29:8

nd Technology is
ges and Schools
uent report
are tne
" said
lithem

for the JMU campus.
"I think there is some faculty and some s
>>us who need to be convinced the ISAT ;
program," he said.
Ramsey said SACS gave ISAT the same
gives other programs.
"1 hope this will help convince faculty and studei
he added.
the review
tl program in psychology
Ramsey said, "If eitri<
been approved, that would h
accreditation down."
vCS exam
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TWscn/t
Tuesday

Session I
►

Taylor
Hall
Lounge

SELF-DEFENSE
CLASS
September 27
October 4,11, & 18
(Registration due by Sept. 22)
Spssion II

October 24 & 31
November 7 & 14
(Registration due by Oct. 20)

• Each session consists of
four classes
• 6:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
• Cost $15.00

Sponsored by
Commuter
Student Council
11-1 Every Tuesday
v

Register at the Women's Resource
Center, by phone (568-3407) or in
person. Minimum of \1 students.

Center for Multicultural Student
Services & the UPB present
Cornel West

Sid & Nancy
Tues. & Wed.
Sept. 19 & 20

Author - Philosopher - Professor of
Religion and Afro-American Studies
at Harvard University

Strawberry &
Chocolate

Topic: Race Matters

Thurs., Sept. 21

Monty Python &
The Holy Grail
Fri. & Sat,
Sept. 22 & 23

U

Cheech and Chong's
Up In Smoke

-j
All movies,
*
except
J Sunday:
| S1.50. 7 fi;
9:30 unless
otherwise
noted.
I
Sunday
| movies are
. free! 7:30
only.
* For more
I info, call
X4UPB.

Fri, Midnight
Sept. 22
'
'
|

• "Jrrarsday, September 21
Sp.m.
Wilson Hall

The Maltese Falcon
Sun., Sept. 24

'
I
|
.
'
I

admission is free
Jsmeo VjJison

Jirne* M*d\ton

Join Th# Crrm

Last Chance to get the
unheard of ticket price of $7!!!
(with JAC card at the WCC Box Office)
$11 general public and at the door
Call box office at x7960 for more details

Additional support by Visiting Scholars,
Department of Philosophy and Religion,
and Black Student Alliance
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Bon appetit!

Harrisonburg's culinary variety expands as new restaurants open doors
Chiang House introduces sushi to 'Burg I

2

by Chuck Schroeder
contributing writer
Chiang House Restaurant,
located on East Market Street, will
open Sept. 22 featuring a sushi bar,
tappan yaki and Chinese food.
The restaurant is owned by Jong
and Li Li Chiang, who have
expanded from their original store
in Charlottesville and will manage
the Harrisonburg restaurant as well.
The Chiangs' daughter,
Michelle, who manages the
Charlottesville Chiang House,
explained the variety of food the
new restaurant will offer.
Sushi "is much more than raw
fish; it is an art," Michelle Chiang
said. The sushi plates consist of a
meticulously prepared arrangement
of seaweed and raw fish cutlets
wrapped by a cake of cooked rice.
Stephanie Chiang, another of
Jong and Li Li Chiang's daughters
and an employee in the family
business, said sushi is a Japanese
dish that has been served "as long
as Japan has been around."
The uncooked delicacy is made
from a variety of seafood including
eel, tuna, salmon, snapper and
octopus.
Because sushi may not please
everybody's palate, Chiang House
will also offer tappan yaki, which is
"when you eat exactly what you
see," Michelle Chiang said. The
customer chooses the raw food and
then watches a professional chef
grill the meat, spices and vegetables
together in a matter of seconds.
Tappan yaki will only be
available during dinner hours, but
should enjoy wide appeal because
the cook puts on a show while
preparing the food by throwing
knives in the air and doing trickswith the utensils, Michelle Chiang
said.
She expects the tappan yaki to

JASON STXAB-PEmtS/contributing photographer
The Western SlzzthV on Port Republic Road near JMU will reopen as
J. Willoby's Roadhouse during the week of Sept. 25.

Restaurant converts from
steakhouse to roadhouse
by Julienne Thompson
contributing writer

KYLE iVSS/staff photographer

Chiang House Restaurant, located on East Market Street, will
serve the Japanese delicacy sushi when It opens Sept. 22.
be an immediate draw because
had sushi before; i*was great!"

customers will think "this is so
cool."
Sophomore art major Kim
Hathaway has been entertained
with the tappan yaki show before
while dining out in New Jersey.
"It's fun when you go there,
watching them throw their knives,"
she said.
Hathaway said she is also a
sushi lover and plans to visit the
Chiang House when it opens.
Senior speech communication
major Matt McGroarty, said, "I've

Michelle Chiang hopes JMU
students will enjoy the the new
restaurant and asks people
unfamiliar with the food to come in
with an open mind.
Although confronted with the
challenge of introducing a totally
new cuisine uuhe Harrisonburg
community, Michelle Chiang said,
"Change will be good."
Even if the more exotic dishes
do not appeal to Harrisonburg at
see SUSHI page 11

Set to open the week of Sept 25, J.
Willoby's Roadhouse will replace the
Western Sizzlin' restaurant on Port
Republic Road.
Keith Willis, general manager of J.
Willoby's, said the newly remodeled
restaurant and bar will feature
mesquite grill-style cuisine in an
atmosphere that is "a little less
upscale than Clayborne's or Ruby
Tuesday's.'"
To attract students, the restaurant
plans to feature a social hour
Mondays through Thursdays, Willis
said. The social hour will be very
similar to happy hours at other
restaurants and bars.
Heather Rauschenburg, a junior
mass communication major, said she
is looking forward to the new
restaurant opening. "JMU students

need more variety."
Owner Jerry Kirby decided to drop
his franchise with Western Sizzlin*
and change it to an independent
restaurant instead.
J. Willoby's will be "an upgrade to
what we' presently have," Kirby said
The new restaurant will "cater to
people who are looking for a fun
place to come, sit down and have a
nice time," he added.
Features of the new J. Willoby's
include micro-brewery beers, draft
beers and mesquite grilled steaks,
chicken and fish.
Also included in the menu is J.
Willoby's signature appetizer. Willis
described the dish as, portabello
mushrooms marinated overnight in
Italian seasoning and then
charbroiled. "It tastes just like filet
mignon," he said.
see ROADHOUSE page 11

Service stations add sub shops; satisfy late-night hunger pangs
by Robin Gulick
contributing writer

ADAM JOHNSOTi/contributing photographer
Jeremiah Jenkins (r) pays his bill to cashier Latonya Stanard (I) early Saturday
morning at the new Subway sub shop near the Exxon station on Port Republic Road.

Students can now satisfy their late-night
snack cravings by making a run to two new
eateries near campus.
Within the last month, two sandwich shops
have opened off Port Republic Road near
Interstate 81. A new Subway sandwich shop
opened its doors adjacent to the Exxon on Sept.
8. Across the road, a Blimpies sandwich shop
began selling subs inside the Chevron station
Aug. 17.
According to the shops' managers, business
has been good for both shops as their shops have
become late-night havens for hungry students.
"Some of our largest volume is in the late
hours," Subway Manager Gary Whetzel said.
During that time they make up to 50 or 60 subs
an hour, he said.
The late night action at Subway came as a
surprise, leaving workers short-handed.
"We didn't anticipate the late-night rush, so
we didn't schedule enough people to work,"
Whetzel said. Students have been "cooperative
and very understanding of some of our hitches
on getting started." Managers at both shops said
most of their customers are students.
The Blimpies shop also does its best business
from midnight to 8 a.m., according to Blimpies
Manager Holly Comer. "We're busier third shift
than any other."
Her husband Chuck Comer, who also works

behind the counter at Blimpies, agreed. "We're
usually dead during the week," he said. But
Friday and Saturday nights, according to Comer,
can be entertaining. "We get a lot of drunk
people in here."
Senior Latonya Stanard, a Subway employee,
is getting ready to make the switch from her day
shift to tackle the late-night shift.
Stanard is preparing to pick up the pace in
her sandwich making, so she can keep up with
the fast late-nigHt orders. "The most I've ever
made is 25 or 30, [an hour]," she said.
Though competition might arise between the
neighboring sub shops, Whetzel doesn't expect
it to create a problem. "There is enough volume
for both to be a profitable enterprise," he said.
Both shops have some loyal fans. Junior
Katie Lawson has eaten at both Blimpies and
Subway, but said she found "the best sub I ever
had" at Blimpies.
I "It was bigger, better and they sliced the
cheese and stuff for you fresh." she said.
Senior Keesha Barrows has never been to a
Blimpies. "If someone says they have good
sandwiches, I'll try," she said. "That is not to
say I won't come back to Subway. I love
Subway food."
Both sub shops established their operating
hours with convenience in mind. Blimpies is
open 24 hours a day. Subway is open from 10
a.m. to midnight Sunday to Wednesday; 10 a.m.
to 3 a.m. on Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4 a.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.
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GRAND
OPENING
of Location. 2
OFFICIAL RING COMPANY
FOR CLASS OF 1995 ^
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8KEGKS

FRESH BAKED BREAD DAILY

Now open Mon. thru Sat. 10:30-7p.m.
IOCATION 1: 1090 A VA AVE (42 NORTH) 564-0124
LOCATION^ (NOW OPEN!) 182 NEFF AVE (BEHIND VALLEY MALL)

■

433-5757

•H x<
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Date: September 18-20
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Place: Grafton Stovall

CLASS
RINGS

i

Sophmores keep with tradition

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$55,000 limit
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

703-434-6691
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

HELP DESIGN YOUR
CLASS RING IN THE
SGA SUBCOMMITTEE

The project involves choosing
a ring company, designing a
ring collection and putting
together a ring premiere.
Applications available
in the bookstore
Deadline to apply
September 25.
For more information contact:
Melanie Barnes or Ellen Smith
574-2142
X6121

4
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CampusMCI service is delayed
for off-campus students
CampusMCI with the JMU Access Service is
having trouble processing JMU off-campus student applications due to the area code change.
This is causing a temporary delay in service.
CampusMCI expects it will take three-10 days
to get caught up on the applications. Subscribers
will receive compensation for their inconveniences. If you have any questions, call Derryck
at X7459 or Sean at 574-4802, or stop by the
Campus MCI booth near the campus post office
today, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

SCOTT KIRKV/OOD/comribuiing artist

WEEKLY EVENTS
New women's volleyball club
team is forming now
A JMU student is trying to form JMU's first
women's club volleyball team.
Denisse Chasseloup needs signatures to see
who is interested in playing before she can start a
team. Those interested should e-mail her at
DXCHASSE or write to Box 1283. Those interested in helping out wUh- the formation of the
club and setting up rules should make a note of it.

JMU career fair explores
opportunities for 1995
Nearly 90 employers are coming to meet JMU
students and talk about career and internship
opportunities at "Opportunities 1995: A JMU
Career Fair." This event is useful to students
from all majors and years of study.
There is a tremendous range of organizations
represented — everything from accounting firms,
retail, computer information systems to the Peace
Corps, VISTA and governmental agencies.
Students are encouraged to attend dressed professionally, and if looking for a job or internship,
with an ample supply of r6sum6s. The fair is
Sept. 21,1-5 p.m. in the Convocation Center.

Copyright attorney to moderate
discussion on multimedia
Ivan Bender is moderating a discussion on
Sept. 21 on the fair-use guidelines for multimedia
in various learning environments, including the
Internet. Representatives from education and the
publishing media will be there to answer questions. See Weekly Events for more info.

Free reading and writing labs
are available to students
Reading and writing labs in Harrison Hall give
individualized help to students writing papers,
reading texts and preparing for tests.
The freshman writing lab is open 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday and 9 a.m.-noon Friday in rm.
A133. Call Nancy Farrar, X3651, for info.
The university writing lab for upperclassmen is
open 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Thursday and 9
a.m.-noon Friday in rm. A125. Betty Hoskins,
X6967, is the instructor.
The reading lab is open 7:45 a.m.-3:15 p.m.
Monday-Thursday, 7:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Friday
in rm. A131. Call Mary McMurray at X6111.
The reading/writing lab for students for whom
English is a second language is open daily 8 a.m.5 p.m. in rm. A134. Call Esther Stenson, X2881.
All labs are open on days when classes meet;
please call for an appointment.

Monday
• "On-Campus Recruiting" workshop sponsored by the Office of Career Services, Sonner
Recepuon Hall, 2-3 p.m. Sign up in advance at OCS.
'u n^T* WI?ing" ^^fhoP sponsored by the Office of Career Services, Sonner Reception
Hall, 3-4 p.m. Sign up in advance at OCS
• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild, Taylor Hall. rm. 306.7 p.m.
• JMU Association for the Education of Young Children meeting. Roop Hall, rm. 129 7 p m
- College Republicans. Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
• Peer Advising Office open house, Johnston Hall Peer Advising Office, l2-4 p.m. All interested
in psychology are invited to attend.
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry Bible study, "Following Christ Today." Taylor Hall, rm. 307,
12:13 p.m.
• "On-Campus recruiting" workshop sponsored by the Office of Career Services, Sonner
Reception Hall, 2-3 p.m. Sign up in advance at OCS.
• "Preparing for the Interview" workshop sponsored by the Office of Career Services, Sonner
Reception Hall, 4-5 p.m. Sign up in advance at OCS.
• Society for Human Resource Management meeting, Zane Showker Hall. rm. 102.5 p.m.
• JMU Pre-Law Society meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 400,6 p.m.
• "Sid and Nancy," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.
• "Fitness: A Way of Life," Dana Albertella, sponsored by Godwin Wellness Center. Taylor
Hall. rm. 309,7:30 p.m.
"Managing Your Credit Card." sponsored by ORL, Hillside Hall, 8 p.m.

Wednesday
• Brown Bag Lecture Series sponsors, "From JMU to Bolivia: A Transcultural Experience " The
Reverend John Grace. Hillcrest House, noon-1 p.m.
• EQUAL meeting. Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 5 p.m.
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402.5:30 p.m.
• Caving Club meeting, Jackson Hall basement. 6 p.m.
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry Therapeia Fellowship. JMU Health Center. 6:30-7:30 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall. rm. 304,7 p.m.
• "£?*,0 Get ,nvolved in «•* Psych Dep<!" sponsored by the Peer Advising Office, Taylor Hall,
rm. 203, 7 p.m.
• "Sid and Nancy," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.
• Cycling Club meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 8 p.m.
Managing Your Credit Card," sponsored by ORL, Hillside Hall, 8 p.m.

Thursday
• Heart Healthy Fair, sponsored by Godwin Wellness Center, University Recreation, Godwin
Hall, gym level, 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union prayer sessioi), BSU house, J 2:15 and 4 p.m.
• Opportunities '95: JMU Career Fair, Convocation Center, 1-5 p.m.
• "Multimedia Fair Use Guidelines: the educationafgateway to the information age," Media
Resources, rm. 16A or campus network channel 55,1-3 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship," BSU house, 5:30 p.m.
• Pre-Physical Therapy meeting. Bumiss Hall, rm. 238,6:30 p.ni,
• International Affairs Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m.
• Pre-Pharmacy Society meeting. Miller Hall, rm. 224,7 p.m.
• "Strawberry & Chocolate," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.,
• Campus Crusade for Christ "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm 101,8 p.m.
• "Race Matters," Cornel West, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.

%
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Serbs begin withdrawal off
heavy weapons from Sarajevo
SARAJEVO, Bosnia — Bosnian Serbs removed
several dozen heavy weapons from the hills
around Sarajevo Saturday in the first sign of
compliance with a commitmefOo withdraw
heavy guns and open access to tne'besieged city
in exchange for an end to NATO bombing.
The Serb withdrawal came halfway through a
72-hour grace period provided by NATO and the
United Nations for beginning the pullback of
weapons from around the city. Under an accord
worked out by U.S. Assistant Secretary of State
Richard Holbrooke, the Serbs were supposed to
show clear signs of a pullback by 10 p.m. Sunday
and remove the rest of the weapons within
another three days. Otherwise, NATO has
threatened to resume the bombing campaign
against Serb military sites it suspended Thursday
after 16 days of attacks.
By nightfall, the Serbs had moved 43 of the
approximately 200 weapons falling under the
accord from the 12 1/2-mile weapons "exclusion
zone" around Sarajevo, prompting U.S. secretary
of Defense William Perry to say that
"preliminary indications are positive."

Dulles board puts brakes on
development of airport subway
A plan to begin building a subway line to
replace the mobile lounges at Dulles International
Airport has been shelved by the airport board
because members are worried there may not be
enough passengers at the end of the decade to pay
for it.
The go-slow approach reflects a change in the
board's leadership and makeup since last fall,
when the board endorsed a plan to build the first
leg of the subway line by 1999. More than former
airport boards, the new 11-member board, led by
Chairman Robert Tardio, of Potomac, is
aggressively questioning assumptions about
planned expansion at Dulles.
The expansion at Dulles now under way calls
for a main terminal twice its current size linked to
a series of midfield terminals by an underground
"people-mover" system. The first leg of the
subway line was to be built between the existing
main terminal and a new 12-gate midfield
terminal.
— L.A. Times/ Washington Post newt service
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ALL MAJORS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

*

A JMU CAREER FAIR
PROFESSIONAL DRESS

OVER 90 ORGANIZATIONS

SEPTEMBER 21, 1995
1:00 - 5:00 PM
CONVOCATION CENTER

•

CAREER DAY PARTICIPANTS

Advance Auto Parts
Aerotek
Alco Office Products
American Management Systems
Andersen Consulting
AT&T
Auditor of Public Accounts
BeautiControl Cosmetics
Bell Atlantic
BF Saul Company (Hotel Division)
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
Burlington Industries
Business Impact Systems
Capital One
Carmax, The Auto Superstore
Cexec, Inc.
Circuit City Express
Circuit City Stores (Corporate)
Circuit City Stores (Finance Div.)
ColorTile
Computer Associates International, Inc.
Coopers & Lybrand, LLP
CountryHouse International Exec.
Search
The Cosmetic Center, Inc.
DMG Securities
Doubletree Hotels Corporation
Eddie Bauer
Electronic Data Systems
Electronics Boutique
ELF, Inc.
Emery Worldwide
Enterprise
Estee Lauder

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
FGM, Inc.
FHC/TPI Health Systems
First Union
First Virginia Bank
Food & Consumer Service (USDA)
Footlocker
Freddie Mac
GEICO
GE Information Services
Hechfs
Heilig-Meyers Furniture
Hilton Hotels
HJ Meyers & Company, Inc.
Inspector General (DoD)
JCPenney
Jefferson National Bank
John Hancock Financial Services
Kmart
KPMG Peat Marwick
The Kroger Company
Leggett
Lockheed Martin
Mac/s
Marine Corps
Marriott Controller
Marriott Education Services
Miller Office Products
Monumental Life Insurance
Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Audit Service
Neiman Marcus
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Norwest Financial

NTW
NVR/Ryan Homes
Olde Discount Stockbrokers
Peace Corps
Peebles Department Stores
Perot Systems Corp.
Pizza Hut, Inc.
Premier Car Rental
Reynolds Metals
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc.
Sears Merchandising Group
Senior Campus Living
SETA Corporation
Sheetz Convenience Stores
Sherwin Williams Company
Southland Corporation
Sprint
Tire America
TruGreen'ChemLawn
Ukrops
VISTA
Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Wend/s International
Yount, Hyde & Barbour

»
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JMU hooks up to World Wide Web
by Jason BrockweU
contributing writer
Access information about the
latest campus events, look up
department requirements and class
listings, learn more about certain
student organizations, check out the
D-hall menu and browse LEO for a
library book — all on JMU's
campus-wide information system.
According to the Student Guide to
Computing, the CWIS is a growing
collection of on-line data consisting
of academic, administrative, event
and directory information accessible
through the internet on World Wide
Web.
The WWW is a collection of
information databases and on-line
publications from all over the world
The CWIS is the JMU web site on
WWW.
To navigate on the CWIS, users
need the right kind of vessel, or
software. Users can access the CWIS
using Netscape, Lynx or other web
browsers.
Netscape and programs like it
generate graphic aids, while Lynx
only involves text. Lynx operates on
the VAX, which is accecible to the
JMU community.
Computers with Windows
connected to the campus network can
install Lynx or Netscape. Netscape is
also available in all JMU computer
labs.
According to Sue Gier, JMU
information services manager, the
CWIS is a university project that
involves student, faculty and staff
contributions in the updating and
creation of information services
available.
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This computer screen appears on the JMU home page of Netscape
1.1 that Is accessible through the Internet on World Wide Web.

People from outside the JMU
community can access the JMU
home pages on the WWW.
"It is an important marketing tool
for JMU," Gier said. "This is the
place where prospective students will
get information about the university."
A prospective student can log in
and get information about a
particular department, class listings
and descriptions, and even, in some
cases, a class syllabus.
Information about certain student
organizations like the Reserve
Officers Training Corps, WXJM and
The Marching Royal Dukes are also
at the finger tips of anyone
interested. Several organizations,
such as The Breeze, will be going online in the near future.

Gier foresees a time when every
department and student group in the
university will have a page available
on the CWIS.
According to Jeffrey Clark,
director of media resources, the
members of his department are
creating a media resource page on the
web. When the media resource page
is on-line, the JMU community will
be able to request programming
information, copyright rules,
equipment and other important types
of services directly through CWIS,
Clark said.
Other departments will be able to
offer similar types of services, he
said. Clark said he expects the web

It's coming...

es increase j
in education spending
from staff reports
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see WEB page 11

Virginia Gov. George Allen
opened the door Thursday .to a
"significant increase" in spending
on both public schools and higher
education next year but said any
new funding must come with
greater "accountability and positive
results."
"We can't just keep throwing
money at failed policies that are not
working — and that's true whether
it's for our elementary and
secondary schools or colleges and
universities," he told about 80
people at a meeting of the Fairfax
Chamber of Commerce.
"We must couple our increasing
investment in education with real,
academic reform and a demand for
accountability."
Allen (R), who proposed last
car to take $47 million from
igher educations, blamed
Democrats and a "stagnant, status
quo establishment" for complaints
that his spending-cut goals risk
"irginia's long-term economic
lealth.

JMU Executive Vice President
Linwood Rose thinks Allen's
speech shows he has made higher
education a priority, but it will only
come through with restructuring
plans. And JMU is a model of
restructuring plans around the state,
he added.
Rose met with Beverly Sgro,
Virginia secretary of education, and
the director of planning and budget
two weeks ago and said he feels

positive about the progress JMU
made in terms of restructuring.
"The sense I have from the
governor's office is that JMU
would be in a good position to
receive [funding],'' Rose said.
"1 hope the university would fare
well in comparison with other
institutions . . .," he said, adding
that it's too early to speak about
specifics.
As Allen defended his policies
and ladled out some campaign-style
invective, the governor embraced
many of the ideas sponsored by a
coalition of Virginia's business
elite led by Fairfax developer John
T. Til" Hazel Jr.
Although he mentioned no
dollar amount, Allen endorsed both
greater education funding and
technology improvements at the
state's universities. Both, he said,
could be paid for out of the state's
expected $700 million budget
surplus or budget cuts elsewhere.
JMU Director of Media
Relations Fred Hilton said, "We
wouldn't have any idea what the
impact would be {on JMU] until
more announcements are made."
It would be great not only for
JMU. but for all of Virginia if more
money was put into higher
education, Hilton said.
Allen was received warmly by
chamber members, whose chairman
is part of the coalition that has
criticized his support of education
programs, especially at the college
see ALLEN page 11

Focus is looking for a guy and a
gal to write on different issues
for a Ke said/ske said bi-monthly
column. Df interested, send us
200 words on dating — be
creative. Due Sept. 21 in tke
.Antkony-Seeger basement. Ca
x6729 for more. info.

For more information
on advertising in the
restaurant guide, please
call 568-6127.
The deadline for the restaurant guide
is Friday, September 29 at 5 p.m.
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CIKO'S
Mew York Style Pizza, Subs and More!
Not just pizza - wo also have pasta, calzones,
stromboli and subs.
OPEN 6 DAYS A
WEEK
Sun. to Thur.
11 am-11 pm
Fri. and Sat.
11 am-Midnight
Closed on Tues.

80C SLICE
Mon. -Thurs.
DINE IN ONLY

r

ri

Don't forget our lunch specials!
Mon.-Fri. 11-2 pot
778 I. Market St.

r>\ '.I*

434-5375

:\:^

Harrisonburg, VA
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FREE AEROBICS!!
Mottkayy September 18
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

jazzercise
0$19 4-Week Passes
©Refreshments
OPrizes
100 Watemian Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801,
(540) 564-1237

ft^R

Harrisonburg's New Music Venue

RODRIGUEZ
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

CHEESE!
Actually, "cheese" is only a
suggestion. You can say anything you
want, I mean who came up with
"cheese," anyway? It isn't like you're
looking at a man behind a camera
and suddenly get a bizarre hunger
craving, you know? It is simply a ploy
to get you to smile, and if "cheese" is
your thing, by all means, say "cheese"
til your jaws ache! But, say
SOMETHING when you have your
undergraduate portrait taken!

8.
WHEN: SEPTEMBER 18-29
(Only 2 weeks left!)
'©

kf>J

^n^m**
.11*

WEDNESDAY 8to 1a.m.

WHERE: TAYLOR HALL
ROOMS 304, 307
TIME: 10a.m.-6p.m.

••*••••••••••

Sept. 20th
^\

c

Free munchies
18 & over admitted
21 MUST HAVE
PROPER I.D.

$3 Cover

(A $5 sitting fee will be charged,
but c'mon, when the yearbook
arrives in April, it won't cost you
any monteray, Jack!)
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Sushi

continued from page 5

large, the restaurant's Chinese food
will, she said. "We have the best
Chinese food in Charlottesville."
The Charlottesville restaurant has
been enormously successful,
Michelle Chiang said. Among its
clientele are Harrisonburg residents
who regularly make the hour-long
drive for the unique Japanese cuisine.
The Chiang family came to
Virginia from Taiwan 10 years ago
and opened the first Chiang House in
, Charlottesville in 1993.
The price range of menu items at
the Chiang House will be between
$3.95 and $5.45, and the restaurant
will stay open from morning through
dinner. Carry-out and delivery
eventually will be offered "when
things get going," Michelle Chiang
said.

Roadhouse_

continued from page 5

J. Willoby's has one other feature
"unique to the area," Willis said. The
restaurant's grilling area will be out
in the open so the cooking process is
an exhibition. "You can see
everything," he said.
Although J. Willoby's is not a
franchise, it will be a place for people
to come in and receive full service.
The restaurant will not be cafeteriastyle like the Western Sizzlin' was.
Kirby said, "With times changing,
people want to be serviced in a real
nice atmosphere." Students and
faculty will be attracted to the
restaurant's "relaxed environment."
Students will be able to taste the
results of the project which has been
in the works for more than a year.

ISAT

continued from page 3

According
to
Nicole
Weatherholtz, freshman ISAT major,
the faculty is "very good."
"Over here, you have more of a
one-on-one approach," she said.
Amy Fencl, sophomore ISAT
major, said, "They [the faculty
members] are very supportive and
very personal. They care about the
students. I think the program
deserves accreditation."
Ramsey said the program
deliberately recruited faculty with a
student-oriented approach.
Ramsey also spoke about the
future of ISAT. He wants more
independent studies and projects, and
faculty members who are able to
spend their time at the university
available to the students-.
ISAT will be taking more and
more students each year, according to
Ramsey. The current count is 42
juniors, 112 sophomores, and 116
freshmen. ISAT is planning to add
about 30 additions a year until a
planned target of about 400 for
incoming freshmen is reached.
Ramsey said the program needs to
keep close contact with graduates for
input into the content of the program.
Sophomore ISAT major Clint
Garrison said, "It's reassuring to
know it's been accredited since we
have no graduates to look at."
Sophomore ISAT major Josh
Walton said, "It's something we
knew all along, and it is good SACS
recognized it."
Junior English major Nicole
Bowlin said, "I have been hearing a
lot of negative things about the
program, but this report will
definitely give it more respect."

Web.

Allen_

said. Clark said he expects the web
pages to be an important information
and communication tool, a time saver
and a way to enhance work quality.
According to Carl Phillips. Carrier
Library reference librarian, the
library has set up its own home page,
called Carrier Library and World
Wide Information Resources, which
can be accessed through the JMU
home page, or directly by using the
universal resource locator. The
library home page can be accessed at
the
address
http://jmu.edu/library/library.html.
The library web page is designed
to integrate all the information
resources needed for study and
research into one screen display,
Phillips said.
The page connects such local
information resources as LEO with
databases, periodicals, government
data and other information sources
from around the world.
Academic departments have
subject-based collections, which
categorize Internet resources such as
periodical articles into customized
subject headings for easy use and
retrieval, Phillips said.
If you have problems navigating
the WWW or CWIS. call the Help
Desk in Miller Hall at x3555 for tips
and trouble-shooting advice.
The address of JMU's home page
is http://www.jmu.edu. From the
home page, you can connect with all
the information on CWIS.
The WWW was originally
designed by the European Laboratory
for Particle Physics in Switzerland,
about the time Americans began
using gopher. M

level. The Virginia Business Higher
Education Council is calling for $200
million more a year in state support
for higher education for several
years, to lift Virginia from 43rd in
the nation to the average of southern
states.
Hilton said the drop in state
funding to higher education has
contributed to Virginia's drop to 43rd
in the nation, which is a lot lower
than the people of Virginia want.
A related group of Northern
Virginia business executives also has
urged $300 million to $500 million
of bonds for new education
technology, plus money for roads,
public education and the technology
industry.
According to the Sept. 15 edition
of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, in
Thursday's speech Allen took a "dig"
at Hazel, who has pushed candidates
to commit to substantially raining
funds in higher education. /«--,
"For those who hafe Jjeen
advocating a reversal of the higher
education cuts of the last decade,"
Allen said, "I urge them to be
outspoken
in
demanding
accountability and reform."
Hazel brushed off the governor's
more pointed comments, and said
Allen's calls for accountability
mirrored the education council's own
demands and that he was "delighted
that it seems we're entirely together."
But he said the business groups
would continue pressing for specific
dollar commitments. 'This issue is
not going to be neutralized by any
political conversation," Hazel said.
"This effort is a long-term, organized
program to improve higher education

continued from page 9

continued from page 9

beyond Gov. Allen's term and
beyond the tum of the century."
Because of the Northern Virginia
business executives' push for greater
state investment in schools at all
levels — which three-fourths of the
region's legislators are supporting —
education has become a prominent
issue in this fall's legislative
elections.
In a speech that often sounded as
if he were a candidate, too, Allen
touted his record of limiting onceskyrocketing tuition increases to 3
percent annually at state colleges.
And under his administration, he
said, colleges and universities have
restructured to save $90 million in
coming years while state funding has
climbed $76 million.
y^S*
Critics, however, have pegged^
Virginia higher education spendingV
as falling 23 percent in five years in
constant dollars. Some blasted the
governor's speech yesterday.
"This is what I call classic
election-year doublespeak," said
House Majority Leader C. Richard
Cranwell, D-Roanoke County to the
Richmond Times-Dispatch. "This is
the guy who says he's for education
but tried to cut $40 million from
higher education."
Gail Nardi, of the state
Democratic Party, said, "Obviously
it's an exercise in political damage
control and an attempt to get the
Northern Virginia [business]
roundtable and the people of
Northern Virginia to forget what the
Allen administration and its allies in
the General Assembly tried to do to
education in Virginia last winter."
— L.A. Times/Washington Post
news service

Calendar of Events
Sept. IS - Sept. 23

Monday

September 18

Ladies Night

Thursday

Puddle Duck

Friday

Elephant Boy

September 2 1

Why In Tte WorldfyAnifwhere Else?
iriton St

Free Pool 9 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Tuesday

September 19

VIDEO WORLD

Monday Night Football

September 22

Saturday

September 23

Bone Daddy
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Dart...
A the-hole-is-pretty-big-and-I-bet-you're-not dart
to the guys in Hanson Hall who felt it necessary to
make a mess of our bathroom. Some of us don't
enjoy walking in vomit and urine.
Sent in by some guys who see merit in target
practice.

if*e felerd G»ie.(imk-\M{\ help ^^- 4© CptyP

Loan cuts hit students hard
Education should be the concern of every American,
We've faced it — the deficit is too big, and
not
just students. Young adults are the future of our
something has to be done about it. That's
country
and we can't afford to have the leaders of
old news. The longer we wait, the more
interest accrues. Americans have to be tomorrow limited by (he confines of a high school
prepared to continue making the necessary sacrifices, as diploma. Our nation's fate is worth the small
we have for the past few years. If we don't think long- investment of schooling compared to disabling
term we will end up passing this terrible debt down to ourselves as a once competitive nation.
However, on a lesS political level, this is something
our children and the generations that follow.
Budget cuts this time around, however, may affect that will personally affect us as part of a university
who can afford to go to college and who can't, community. We have to take it upon ourselves as
individuals to stand up and be
Congress is making a lot of a
difficult decisions about which
CongreSS Jfinds it mUCh counted. There have always been
. °
power in numbers — now s the
programs to cut. No matter what
easier
tO
CUt
programs
time to exert our power and contact
they cut, some Americans will
our
representatives.
suffer as a result. But Congress is
for
children,
young
If
these cuts are approved, they
targeting the wrong program.
will
Oct. 1. That
Federally subsidized Stafford
adults, and the poor meansgothatintotheeffect
student
who shares
Loans, the ones that enable many
rather
than
to
cut
your
P.O.
box
may
not
be
here next
young people who have the
year,
the
student
who
studies
for
intelligence, motivation and
programs
that
affect
chemistry
tests
with
you
may
not
be
dedication — but not the tuition
here.
.
.
the
reality
is
that
JMU's
money — to attend school, are
more vocal
student body will be reduced to
about to be stripped down by
constituents.
wealthy and upper-middle class
Congress. The proposal, if
students. Public higher education
passed, will create an estimated
should
be
open
to
students from all backgrounds, not
revenue of $10.4 million by eliminating interest
just
those
who
are
privileged. Those who aren't from
exemptions and grace periods.
middle-class
neighborhoods
add richness and diversity
Even though sacrifice is necessary, the negative
to
our
community.
results of these cuts would be debilitating, and not just
This is our last chance to do something about it.
to our age group.
Write
a letter; make a phone call. It could make the
It's common knowledge that our congressional
representatives have reelection in the back of their difference for many between asking "When is this
minds at all times. But in some cases, like this one, paper due?" or asking "Paper or plastic?
reelection appears to be a primary concern. Congress
finds it much easier to cut programs for children, young The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
adults, and the poor rather than to cut programs that which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
editors.
affect more vocal constituents.
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Pat...
A well-deserved pat to JMU groundskeepers
Galen, Dave and Al who helped make our house
beautiful!
Sent in by the sisters of Sigma figma Sigma.
^/I-'f*f'***** ■»•••
A dart to the money-grubbing management of
Olde Mill for coming up with every BS excuse
possible to keep my security deposit.
Sent in by a student who will use her securitydeposit refund as a down payment on a pack of gum.

Pat.,.
An appreciative pat to Norma in JMU
Telecommunications for helping me out when my
phone service, modem and computer all went wrong
on the same day.
Sent in by a student who is still technologically
challenged.

Dart...
A dart to all the selfish residents of Hanson Hall
who have a need to make the courtyard a place to act
stupid and gossip after coming home drunk. Some
people are trying to sleep at 2:30 a.m.
Sent hi by a student who likes to study and be well
rested the night before a test.

Pat...
A pat to the cast of "Of Mice and Men" for
putting on an outstanding and touching rendition of a
wonderful play.
Sent in by a loyal theatre-goer who can appreciate
the hard work of the cast and crew.
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Older and wiser
~A

This is the last time I'm going to do this. And let me apologize in
advance for doing it just this once. Newspaper opinion columns are kind of
a dubious proposition at best, so what I'm about to do is probably
unforgivable. I throw myself at your feet, gentle reader, and pray you do not
hold your head so high in judgment. Writing a semi-regular column for The
Breeze has sometimes seemed to me a supreme act of arrogance. Not that I
have any plans to kick that most treasured vice of mine. Mo, what I shall do
immediately — right after I finish this column, in fact — is terminate the
masturbatory practice of writing columns about writing columns. It's the
one thing that strikes me as still more arrogant than writing what, over time,
amounts to a list of one's beliefs in the first place.
Oh, others have gotten away with it. Hunter S. Thompson did it all the
time. And Charles Bukowski spun some wonderful writing out of nothing
more holistic than his view of the world from the bottom of a shot glass.
That five-inch thick literary anthology you bought for your 200-level
English class preserves the work of many poets in the rich tradition of
writing about having nothing to write about. (This rich tradition is also
home to a lot of wretched student writing. Touched)
But 1, sir, am no Thompson or Bukowski, no matter how many illicit
substances I may ingest in the name of selfamprovement, so this is it for me
and the self-referential stuff. I'm afraid, though, that this time I just can't
help it. I've changed since last I wrote in these pages; I'm not as certain of
anything as I was before. I'm less likely to follow the party line now —
either party. I'm a little less angry, perhaps, and a little more curious. 1
expect I'll still get all righteously indignant every now and then, but it
mightn't be as often.
Mostly, I'm a lot more cynical and a lot more scared. See, writing for a
newspaper — even a relatively small one — is an act of participating in the
public life. So as a writer, I have become an extremely minor more-or-iess
public figure within the sheltered confines of our little world, the JMU
campus.

Snake Oil
— Chris Klimek
My experience has been that this brings satisfaction and grief in roughly
equal measure, yet I am beginning to suspect that in the tabled real world,
particularly the United States, it is the frustration, the disgust, that outshines
any snfall amount of good one might accomplish while in the spotlight.
I'm noticing that we seem to expect more from people once they con
their way into a platform of some sort. We demand of them that they be
certain and unequivocal in their opinions, probably more so than any openminded, worldy human being could ever be. Still more absurdly, we want
them to be morally "superior" to others in the most hopelessly irrelevant of
ways. And worst of all, we imagine that the private life of any public person
should be the stuff of national discussion.
Someone once said, "Withdrawal in disgust is not the same thing as
apathy." Bill Bradley, one of the last reasonable men left in the U.S. Senate,
echoed that sentiment in his announcement that he is retiring from politics
after the current term expires. The artists are feeling it, too. Wim Wenders,
the acclaimed German director, has said he has lost his faith in pictures.
What does it mean when a filmmaker — an excellent filmmaker, and one
who seems to understand America better than any American director —
says something like that?
It's no accident that our most popular public figures are the ones who
paint themselves in the boldest strokes, reducing themselves to little more
than one-dimensional cartoon figures. Consider: The man who has possibly
the best chance of becoming our next president has of late been talking up a
platform consisting of meticulously selected, highly symbolic, should-notbe-issues like violence on television, flag burning and making English the
"official language" of the United States.
It's all adding up. and it scares the piss out of me. I sit here and try to
write, but I am burdened by the ever-increasing certainty that a good, long
scream of anguish would say more than a thousand well-considered,
eloquently-written columns of newsprint ever could. But 1 know my scream
would just be another crescendo in the endless symphony of noise that
surrounds us, another dew-drop in the sea of irrelevance.
So once again. I'm sorry to have been as self-absorbed and
unprofessional as all this. Before I could write another word about anything
else, before I could blast George Allen for making it legal for virtually any
jerk with a driver's license to carry a concealed handgun, before I could
praise the United Nations for finally dropping some bombs on the Serbs (a
mere three years too late), I had to make it clear I'm as frustrated and
concerned about the state of things as anyone else.
Far from presuming I always know what the answer is, I often feel I
know less than anyone else, as though the reasons for all the evils of the
world are beyond only my understanding. Maybe it's not self-righteousness
but outright dread that makes me get on a soapbox and scream, when 1
choose to do that. And maybe I shouldn't be apologizing to you for
dragging you through this along with me after all.
Chris Klimek is a sophomore mass communication major.

^Sh

Journalism in a real world
Ever since I was little I thought it would be so much resipemses, one of which included a person who said she
fun to be a journalist. I possessed visions of myself had no idea what she thought of the police department,
leading a wonderfully exciting life; traveling the world, when I saw a guy getting out of his jeep. Boy, was I
writing stories about my adventure-filled travels to surprised when he anxiously gave a witty response to my
Europe, Africa and various exotic islands.
question and actually smiled for his picture. We started
As I have decided to turn my dream of being a talking and he told me he had just graduated from college. I
journalist into a reality, I began writing for the style felt like I had a friend in the world.
section of The Breeze my freshman year. While my
Fortunately, my subsequent assignments were much
assignments have not
better, but many times
involved any traveling
when I called someone for
beyond HaTrisonburg, I
an interview, I received
have
gained
some
unpleasant vibes that I was
invaluable experience
somehow intruding upon
through writing about
their lives. Several people
— Christy Pitrelli
several interesting topics
refused to be interviewed
around campus.
for perfectly harmless
Since I enjoyed writing for The Breeze so much, I felt stories, while others would fearfully ask what exactly it
pretty confident that my summer internship writing for my was that I wanted to know and then give only extremely
community newspaper would be, well... a breeze, no pun brief responses.
intended. With the attitude that I was going to successfully
Once when I was writing a story about fun things to do
conquer the task of being a community reporter, I felt a bit at one of the regional parks in my neighborhood, the park
perplexed at something I saw on television a few nights manager curtly told me that I could not "bother" people to
before I embarked on what I'd like to call my long, strange ask them why they have fun there. An elementary school
trip into the real world.
secretary was perfectly willing to disclose the name of a
In an interview with an elderly journalist who was PTA president to me until I told her I was from the
retiring from the business after 50-some odd years, Diane newspaper. "Well, then I'm not allowed to give
Sawyer asked him what he would say if his grandchildren information to the press," she said.
told him they wanted to become reporters. He laughed
The big question that troubled me during the summer
nervously and said. "I'd tell them to choose another was, "Why?" None of the stories I wrote were seedy or
career."
sensational in any way.
At that time, I did not even remotely comprehend his The newspaper I worked for didn't seek to tear people
reply, as 1 could not think of anything discouraging about apart and ruin their reputations. Why was my community
being a reporter. In retrospect, I think maybe I should have so afraid of its newspaper?
\hought :i little more critically about what he said. After
I was soon presented with the other side of the coin, that
alThe had just a little bit more experience than I. My is, the view the newspaper had of the community. I was
territory consisted of the flower-lined streets of JMU, given the assignment of writing an article about a fun place
while he had covered the world.
for kids to go who had«just moved into the neighborhood.
It was a sultry June afternoon when I first descended The first place that came to my mind was a cool, hang-out
into that dark corner of the basement of a small building type place with lots of video games and things to climb on
which smelled overpoweringly of newspapers and was ... stuff that kids love.
appropriately called The Newsroojn-JSeated in the very
After getting an OK on it from two of the editors and
small and only meeting room of The Newsroom with the writing the story, I was told it could not be printed because
rest of the 15 or so interns, one of the editors gave us a it would be free advertising for a private business and thus
brief lecture on what to expect from our summer as unethical. When I argued that this is the kind of place kids
community journalists. "We don't make any money, but want to know about, an editor told me they would print it
we get a lot of free food," he said.
only if I did not mention the name of the business.
I still don't know what he meant by that; I never
OK, lets play a guessing game with a confused family
received any free food. I can say that I typed all of my who just moves into the neighborhood: 'There's this fun
stories on what is probably the first computer known to place that you'll want to take your kids to . . . it's
man, complete with a missing letter "e."
somewhere around here, but I can't tell you what it's
While other interns furiously took notes in their called."
reporter's notebooks about things I already knew, such as
Forget it. I decided I did not want my name on a story
"one space after a period," etc., etc., I grew impatient for that strange. I was angry because although it is a private
my first assignment, which I received a few minutes later.
business and maybe it would have given them some
I was perfectly cool. After all, I only had to go to the publicity, it's still in the community and people would
mall, ask five people what kind of job they thought our really want to know about it — so wasn't it our job as a
police department was doing and take their picture for a community paper to inform them of it? Apparently not.
poll. To be honest, I thought this assignment was quite
I want to make it clear that I worked for nice people this
basic, but I figured I'd get it over with quite quickly and summer and I live in a community filled with nice people,
be given a real story.
—:—
but unfortunately, the community and its newspaper clash
With a confident "no problem" to my editor,\ miserably when it appears to me that they should be
embarked, camera in hand, on what was to be a four-hour working together to benefit the community as a whole.
long journey to a mall located about a half-mile from The Why does it have to be the people versus the press?
Newsroom.
I pondered this intense question" as I spent my last few
To be quite frank, I was avoided like the plague. As I'd days of summer soaking up the rays on the beach. As I lay
make eye contact with someone silting on a bench, they'd sipping iced tea while groovin' to the songs of Bob Marley,
quickly glance at my pad and camera, and then nervously I can't say I came up with earth-shattering answer. I did
look away or start chatting with the person next to them.
come to the conclusion, however, that the real world is
One person told me, in English, that he didn't speak extremely complicated, political and. well, real.
English, while one woman looked at me with bulging
I thought about how JMU is a true community wh«re
eyes, shook her head no and walked away. Another person students, faculty, and yes. the newspaper work together to
answered my question but freaked out and then refused to make this an enlightened institution for all. Being a
let me take her picture.
_
reporter in the real world gave me a greater appreciation
About 3 1/2 hours later, I was thankfully writing down for the many interviews I've conducted with JMU faculty
the reply of one of the four very reluctant but kind people who always seem to have their doors open. Also for the
who actually answered my simple question when I felt a' pleasant students hanging out on the Quad, playing with
tap on the shoulder.
their dogs or their frisbees who would happily take the time
A security guard asked me if I had "mall permission" to to answer my questions.
do what I was doing. I must have looked pretty pathetic
I know I can't spend forever in this relatively carefree
when I said no because he was very nice and allowed me world known as college, but I'm definitely glad to be back
to take down my fourth but last response. Smiling in this land of friendly faces. We can't avoid the real world,
sympathetically, he said, "We don't allow soliciting here." and I'm sure we'll all get used to it someday, but as a
Soliciting? It's not like I was asking anyone for money. student who has happily returned home from a truly long,
I was soliciting a response to a question maybe, but is that strange trip, my message to you is simple: Let's enjoy it
really soliciting?
while we can.
Anyway, I was on the brink of tears, feeling like the
world was against me. as I tiredly walked through the Christy Pitrelli is a sophomore mass communication
parking lot to my car. I felt like a failure with only four major.
——^————_^_^_—
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Dorm mixers: not a fun way to meet your neighbors
Welcome back and hello to all. I'm sure you've thought about
me fondly and frequently during your summer, when you weren't
busy chugging Schaeffer beers or suffering from torturous family
reunions where your 85-year-old Uncle Ned, who is still under
the impression that you're a toddler (despite the fact that you're
taller than him and have facial hair), decides to play "I've got yer
nose" with you. But, I digress.
This past summer, an incoming freshman came up to me and
said, "Hey, Doctor, what can I expect from my dorm?" (Actually,
he told me that I smelled like afro-sheen, but I chose to ignore
that crack.) And this is what I told him:
Dorms come in all shapes and sizes, but share a common
feature: they were all built by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development in the early '70s during the low-income
;) housing boom. As such, leaky pipes, drafty rooms and poodlesize rats are unavoidable.
No matter who you are or where you come from, all on-campus
students are subject to the eminent hall equalizer: the dorm
mixer. These are different misguided attempts to thrust together
completely different people who are stuck in the unfortunate
situation of sharing a building.
The granddaddy of all dorm mixers is "The Dating Game," or
"Spin the Bottle" college-style. To participate in this game,
you'll fill out a form of likes and dislikes, which apparently plays
no part whatsoever in pairing you up. Otherwise, such intriguing
matches as Sylvia Luscious, red hot filly, with Ernie Dinklefat,
cyberpunk techno nerd, wouldn't be possible.
One can only speculate where these surveys go after they're
filled out. Some say they're recycled and used as toilet paper in
the dorms. This explains the impossibly scratchy nature of the
TP, which rates a low nine on the "Whipple Scale," just below
sandpaper and above Jerry Falwell's skin. Others believe they're
shelved in the nebulous inter zone of campus known as "the
stacks." Located in the bowels of the library, on more than one
occasion a late-night crammer has claimed to have spotted Mary
Celeste or Bigfoot through the glass of the government
documents section.
"The Dating Game" goes like this: an overzealous Resident
Adviser, juiced up on a Jolt cola and Whatchamacallits "hosts"
the show. They'll take on an emcee personality that's some
strange hybrid between Bob Eubanks and your pesky next-door
neighbor. Key to the game are hokey double entendres, often

In Funk We
Trust
— Adam Schrecengost
lifted verbatim »m old "Three's Company" episodes: "OK Susie,
bber in an inflatable mattress," he said.
there's more robber
At this point in the evening, the RA will sense that prisoners of the
Spanish Inquisition have had more fun than the game's participants
and will revert to "least common denominator" humor. Basically,
when they are placed in the role of entertainer/comedian, and no one
responds positively to their schtick, they resort to the comedic LCD.
On college campuses, this is most often an overplayed Butthead
impersonation. "Yeah Susie, heh heh, you're pretty cool." Ironically,
during their impersonation they'll always say "I hate things that
suck."
Be careful when playing the dorm dating game, lest you get caught
in the dreaded "100 feet" affliction of love. "100 Feet" is when you
avoid involvement with somebody in your own section because you
need your "space," but pursue somebody from a different section.
In some illogical way, the human mind interprets somebody more
than 100 feet away like someone in the another time-zone, and
deems it OK to get involved with them.
Make sure before you pursue your scope, however, that they aren't
currently involved with another person from that section, as this
could lead to full-scale section warfare, the likes not seen since
"West Side Story."
This dorm gang-bangin' is an ugly sight, complete with study
lounge drive-bys, microwave 226s and the bathroom stall taggin'.
If things get too far out of hand, often the "system" is called in to
straighten things out. The first level is mediation groups conducted
by student government representatives. Here, members of opposing
groups take ecstasy, listen to new age music, chant mantras together
and attempt to "talk-out" their differences. There are two very
different possible outcomes from this approach: either th$ seminar
ends in a full-out Calingula-esque orgy or everybody leaves more
pissed off than before.

Recognize the s
efforts of a
or staff me

»

Send a letter to The Breeze telling why
one JMU professor or staff member
stands above the rest, going above
and beyond the call of duty. The
editors will review the letters and
select one person to spotlight per
month. Bring letters to The Breeze
office in the basement of AnthonySeeger or send through campus mail
to The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
care of the Opinion section.

If the latter scenario results, the hall director may deem
it necessary to impose Martial Law. Martial Law is a last,
and drastic, resort. Air-raid sirens signal hall meetings,
and students are required to have military escorts
wherever they go. Long after the last hydrangeas are
planted and the last mulch spread, hundreds of grounds
crew members are kept around in the fall for such an
emergency.
Stationed strategically around the building, students
often encounter these peace keepers at the most
inopportune moments.
A close girlfriend of mine told me of a particularly
harrowing encounter one night. It had been a long day
for her, and all she wanted to do was take a long hot
shower and go to bed.
As she stepped into the shower stall, a burly man with
a lot of facial hair and a JMU name tag identifying him
as "Big Tex" sprang from behind the shower curtain,
shoving a Garden Weasel in my friend's face. He then
demanded a clearance card for her to use the bathroom.
When she couldn't provide it. Big Tex reached for the 2way walkie-talkie slung around his hips.
"Alpha Charlie, this is sentry Black Hawk on White 2
checking in. We've got a possible situation here, check
to make sure the perimeter is secure, and run a code ID
on one Jen H."
My friend knew she was not cleared to use the
bathroom and panicked. Seizing a bottle of Prell, she
squirted it into Tex's eyes. She then grabbed a longhandled scrub-a-brush and beat him unconscious with it.
Suddenly, the 2-way crackled to life, demanding a.
response.
Jen could feel the nets closing in fast, so she grabbed
the soap-on-a-rope and made short work of tying Tex up,
then rapelled down the side of the building using a roll of
abrasive toilet paper.
She fled across the tennis courts, and she's currently
hiding out as a fugitive in the stacks.
Adam Schrecengost is a senior mass communication and
English double major.

Come to

The Breeze
Open
House
Thursday, Sept. 21,
3:30-5 p.m. in The Breeze
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Join us for refreshments and meet
the people who put the student
newspaper together twice a week.
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PHOTOS BY MAGGIE Y/ELTEUVsenidr photographer
T.J. Warsing, a tattoo artist, shows off one of his favorites wMch he designed for his wife Renee.
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statement)
tattooing
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T. J. Warsing, owner of T. J. 's
Dermagraphics in Harrisonburg, has seen a
lot of changes in his years as a tattoo artist.
"In the 25 years of my tattoo experience, it's
definitely become more respectable," he said.
"All kinds of individuals that aren't criminals
have tattoos."
A quick look around the campus
can verify this idea. Students with all
different types of styles and looks
flaunt beautiful, original and
sometimes scary designs on their
bodies for all kinds of reasons. Just
like the crewcuts of the '50s and the
bell bottoms of the '70s, tattoos seem
to be a trend of the '90s.
After wanting one for a while,
sophomore Allison Brannen got a
tattoo of a black sword with a rose
around it on her shoulder blade about
four years ago. She said she held off
on getting one because her boyfriend
at the time disapproved. As soon as
they broke up, she decided to get the
tattoo.
Still, getting a tattoo had little
effect on her life. "I doubt I'll regret
it because I hardly think of it
anymore. Sometimes I'll catch a
glimpse of it coming out Of the
shower, and it surprises me."
Warsing tries to discourage people
from getting tattoos on a whim. "If

someone comes into the door, I like
to consult with them about what they
want done," he said. "We try to
create the style for the person who's
going to wear the thing for the rest of
their lives," he said.
But the tattoo is not necessarily
permanent. If a person regrets getting
a tattoo and decides he or she no
longer wants it, several methods are
available for the removal of tattoos.
Methods include skin grafting and
lasers.
In addition, Warsing offers a
process of tattoo removal where he
uses a needle to open the pores of the
skin and bring the ink back to the
surface.
This procedure can take up to six
months, according to Warsing, but
the condition of the skin is the same
as it was before the tattoo. The
process is lengthy because the
procedure is natural.
The cost of this procedure is by
far the least expensive, with prices

ranging from $85 to $300, depending
on the size of the tattoo, he said.
Laser and skin graft removals can
cost up to $1,000.
Warsing said he usually only finds
about four dissatisfied customers out
of the 1,000 he serves each year.
"A lot of people are nervous and
don't know what to expect," he said.
"I try to make them as comfortable as
possible."
Junior Scott Sleeme got a tattoo a
few years ago he wasn't happy with.
Instead of removing his unwanted
tattoo. Sleeme had another one
applied to cover it. "It just wasn't a
good job, and it was too expensive to
have a removal," he said. "I still
wanted a tattoo, just not that one."
Brannen said, "My tattoo is not
that radical, so I don't think it will
ever be too much of a problem. I
have a small daughter, and I am
waiting for the day I have to explain
it to her."
"Still, I won't be ashamed of it."
The permanence of tattoos can be
the most appealing aspect of
tattooing. Senior Dave Hedeman got
a tattoo a couple of years after his
father died. The tattoo includes his
father's initials and serves as a"
memorial. -.
"I wanted a keepsake of htm —
something to remember him by," he
said. "A permanent tattoo was
something I knew I'd always have."
Many people question the health
detriments associated with tattooing.
Because tattoos are administered by a
needle, unsterile conditions can be
life-threatening.
"Anv time you have ? needl**
stick, for whatever reasons, there's a
chance of hepatitis B or HIV,"
Associate Director of the Health
Center Linda Bowman said.
"There's always a chance of
infection."
According to Warsing, no case of
HIV or AIDS has been associated
with tattooing. "The tattoo needle
doesn't actually go into the
bloodstream but just pierces the top
three layers of skin," he said.
"There's more of a risk in contracting
hepatitis B."
Before use, each needle is put in a
cleaning unit, an autoclave, for 15
minutes to kill all bacteria, and then,
as an added precaution, they are
dipped in bleach for 30 seconds.
After one use, the needles are
disposed as hospital waste, Warsing
said.
According to Bowman, in a sterile
environment with precautions taken,
getting a tattoo is a minimal risk.
"I don.'t want people to be
fearful," she said. "I personally
would just want to go to a reputable
place and make sure the equipment is
sterilized."
Warsing said, "You want to make

story by Karen Bitz grapl
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cus
sure the people giving
the
tattoos
are
established in the
community." He advised
people to look for articles
written about the artists
displayed in their shops.
"Make sure the artist is proud of
his work," he said. "If there are just
pictures of tattoos, you should
question his credibility."
Warsing said he also looks for
credibility and commitment in his
customers. "I like to know they are
competent people who are going to
take a vow for the rest of their lives,"
he said.
"I allow no smoking, drinking or
drugs in my shop. If the person is
under 18 years old, a parent must be
there."
Like most tattoo artists, Warsing
said he feels he offers a valuable
talent to the world. "I am an artist,"
he said. "I was given a talent to be
able to perform."
While some tattoo artists use
stencils to create designs, Warsing
creates original tattoos which he
either copies or creates himself.
Many people are not satisfied with
the stencil approach to tattoo
application. Sleeme's original tattoo
was.*a stencil. When he was not
happy with it, he opted for an
original design instead.
He said he considers it art. "If
really cool that no one else has the
same design." He added that the
tattoo artist sketched a few ideas for
him before he decided what he
wanted.
Art Professor Ron Wvancko said
he does not necessarily agree with
the idea that tattoos are art. "I think
tattoo people consider tattoos art
forms," he said. "I would consider
them a decorative art form as
opposed to a fine art form."
He added tattoos are an art form
that goes back a long way, and the
designs are artistic in nature.
Although they may or may not be
an art form, tattoos have been around
for 5,000 years, according to World
Book Encyclopedia. There is
evidence they were practiced in
Egypt before 1300 B.C., and Julius
Caesar wrote of British natives with
tattoos when he invaded the island in
54 B.C. Traditionally, tattoos
decorated, indicated status and were
a means of obtaining magical
protection in these times to these
people.
Methods for applying tattoos vary
from culture to culture. In the Pacific
Islands, tattoos are applied with a
sharp comb which pricks dark
pigments and vegetable juices into
the skin. Eskimos used a kind of
sewing to insert the dye into the skin.
In Europe and the United States,
tattoo artists use an electrically
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powered needle which
pierces, pokes or pricks the
skin 300 times per minute and
places the pigment in the top
three layers of the skin, according
to World Book.
Warsing said this process feels
like a sunburn or a cat scratch. "It's
more painful if on the bone, but you
can pull the skin over to avoid this."
Although the pain of getting a
tattoo can sometimes be severe, this
doesn't often deter people from
getting them.
"I thought it was going to hurt,
and it hurt," Sleeme said. "Still, it
only hurts for a little while, so it's
worth it"
Pain after the tattoo is applied is
more serious. Bowman said, "You
should always look for signs of
infection like redness, warmth, fever,
drainage or swelling. If any of these
signs occur, you should seek medical
attention immediately."
Although the Virginia Health
Department has no set standards for
tattoo shops, Warsing said a
customer should always look for
accreditation from doctors on the
walls of the shops.
"We •are striving- for a
conscientious and clean environment
in tattoo parlors," he said. "We want
to work with the public to do this."

(Above) Warsing cleanses the surface of his wife's skin In preparation for a touch-up to
the tiger tattoo that rests on the back of her left shoulder. (Below) Sitting in his office
In front of materials he uses to apply tatt#s, Warsing takes a short break from a long
day in his tattoo shop on North Main Street.
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Join the areas LINE DANCING ONLYGroup. No partners or
experience needed! Great Fun!

Hurry! Classes Fill Fast!
$22- 5 WEEK WORKSHOPS
I

I

Beginner Classes Begin:
MONDAY- Sept 25-Oct 23
7:15-8:15 p.m.

Intermediate Classes Begin:
WED-Sept27-Oct25
7:15-8:15 p.m.
*

CLASSES HELD AT THE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES CENTER.
Pre Registration is required,
Call 433-9168 for more information.

ANP<f£TTimberiand®

.nenntm # MATCH.
Get your choice of Timberland Topozoic™ All-Leather Hiking Boots or Sports Sandals
(average retail $70-$ 120) when you buy 4 BFGoodrich Light Truck Tires - Radial Mud-Terrain
T/A , Radial All-Terrain T/A or Trail T/A between August 29 and October 15,1995.

BFGoodrich

STAIE
[HSPtCIHW
JTATIOH

I»'» »*rw>» *rj**i>\JL. I

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC. p['
L VUO.I .1 rufiuc Rd

PH0fx.414.Jt3)

'HL7,

itilJ-GOOdrich Your BFG Straight Talk Tiro D

<

JlftU
Hours of operation:
MONDAY
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
TUESDAY
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
THURSDAY
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
FRIDAY
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
SATURDAY
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

copyright 1995. The Kroger Co.
Items & Prices Good In Harrtsonburg.
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
None soktto dealers.

FLEX

WED
20

THUR
21

FRI
22

SAT
23

CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI,

Always Good. Always Fresh, Always Kroger,

YOUR TOTAL VALUE LEADER.

"Proudly serving the
JMU Community"
Cat*

Items & Prices Good Through September 23,1995.

Qiet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola

Ch«ks

SiiiHS

CALIFORNIA RED OR

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL
Put your college
*&

degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call
*

White
Seedles

Grapes
Pound

SB

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
. TOLL FREE
I-800-423-USAF

20% Off 30% Off

<

Of The Regular Retail.
Yellow Tag Reflects The % Savings.

Of The Regular Retail.
Yellow Tag Reflects The % Savings.

ALL VARIETIES

ALL VARIETIES READY TO EAT

Of The Regular Retail.
Yellow Tag Reflects The % Savings.
10.5-11.4OZ. ALL VARIETIES

Stouffer's
Frozen Food

General Mills
Cereals r

Kellogg's
Pop Tarts
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Giving others some helping hands
Students build homes for less-fortunate, gain feeling of satisfaction
by Chris Flesber
contributing writer
College has a way of causing students to be
thankful for the comforts and privileges home
provided. Students are forced to get a job, buy
groceries, do laundry, do their banking and take
on many of the responsibilities Mom and Dad
used to have back home.
Working for Habitat for Humanity makes
students thankful for having a home at all.*
Habitat for Humanity is an international
ecumenical organization stationed in Americas,
Ga. Habitat's purpose is to provide housing for
those financially strained and to help reclaim
many
decrepit
neighborhoods. In
order to receive a n
house, a person, or
persons, must be
determined by Habitat
to be in need of aid.
Once the house is
built, the recipient .»
,

can be ordered and scheduled.
Although the students work for three or four
hours per day, much more time than a typical
class period, some of the other workers begin
between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. and do not finish
until 7 p.m.
Every crew working on a project has a crew
chief that supervises the work. The crew chief
is usually a professional or someone with
extensive knowledge of the work being done.
"The work isn't that bad," junior Lisa
Newcomer said. "The people on the job site are
very helpful, and it's really not very timeconsuming."
When students began working on a house in
Stauiiton on Sept. 9,
only
foundation
had thelaid

Its a great feeling — to
help someone else out
instead of just giving

**"

,

By the end of the
day, the enclosing
walls had been put
up. Taking a day off
on Sunday to honor
the Sabbath, everyone
»>
pays ft mortgage them Charity.
returned on Monday
without interest, and
to resume work. With
in return, works at
Lisa Newcomer the students working
least 500 hours total .
junior Monday, Wednesday
on various projects
—————- and Friday (the
associated with Habitat for Humanity.
class's scheduled meeting days) the
Although the project is primarily funded and construction progressed rapidly. By
supported by local churches and various Wedifcday, all of the insulation in the floors
organizations, architect and Assistant Professor and walls had been completed, the vvindpw and
of Art William Tate decided to extend the door trim and the base of trfe wajls hftl been
project to involve JMU students.
puttied, and the crew had beguff to plaster the
Tate had been involved with Outreach, a ceiling. The house was to be completed that
program associated with Trinity Episcopal Friday and dedicated on the following Sunday.
Church, his church in Staunton. When Habitat
Sophomore Jennifer Welch found working
contacted Outreach concerning a project in on the project to be particularly useful as an
Staunton, Tate decided to involve his interior opportunity for practical experience outside of
design students in the project by making it a the classroom. "1 just think it's a really good
part of the class. "The work deals with experience because in the classroom we're kind
components and techniques, types of materials, of sheltered," Welch said. "It's nice to have
assembly systems and elements that define hands-on experience."
space," he said. "The Habitat project offered us
Tate said the community has responded well
a hands-on opportunity."
and is extremely grateful for JMU's
Houses are typically built during a one-week involvement. "The Habitat work site is a very
period, so volunteers, work crews and materials positive place," he said. "It's a very happy

C^_

IAN GRAHAM/jfqffphotographer

Art students and volunteers alike work on a house building project in Staunton for
Habitat for Humanity. Workers labored for six days to complete the house.
place with a lot of good spirit. There is a lot of
camaraderie between the people. The students
arc very open and have been receptive to
whatever needed to be done."
Welch said working on the project was a
rewarding experience and recommended it to
other students. "I think that it's awesome that
it's part of the class," Welch said. "I definitely
think that other people should do it."
Welch also found working with the people
who would one day own the house to be a good
experience because it allowed the students "to
see another side of life."
When asked what rewards she had received

from working on the Habitat project. Newcomer
responded, "It's a great feeling — to help,
someone out instead of just giving them charity.
It's a chance to get to know other people. The
people that you're building the house for are
right there with you." For other students who
might be interested in working for Habitat,
Newcomer passed on a bit of advice. "Expect to
actually do some work and not just sit around,"
she advised. "Be outgoing and just apply
yourself. Just expect to have a great time!"
For all who are interested in volunteering for
Habitat for Humanity, call 828-6288 for more
information.

Program searches for equality among genders
by Rachel Woodall
staffwriter
If you think the women's
movement has ended, you have not
looked at your course guide recently.
Women and the study of their
gender are the focus of a minor
program called women's studies.
The program, operation, every year
by forming different departments
that are reviewed and added as
women's studies.
Two required courses are part of
the program, a 200-level class named
Introduction to women's studies, and
Issues and Research in women's
studies, a 400-level class. The rest of
the 18-credit program comes from
interdisciplinary courses which focus
on women, such as a women's
history class.
The aim of these women's studies
classes is to "explore scholarship and
research along with gender and
women issues nationally and
globally," according to Violet Allain,
program coordinator, and a professor
of secondary education and school
administration.
Fifteen students are currently
enrolled as women's studies minors.
Although these arc classes about

women, men are welcome and
encouraged to take the class,
according to Allain.
"Like any class, women's studies
offers a different perspective," she
said. "They are in the best tradition
of liberal studies."
There are men enrolled in several
of the women's studies classes,
though Allain is not sure if any men
have minored in the program.
Senior Brian Diet/, took the class
Sociology of Women because he was
interested in feminist theory.
"It is a good chance to read
feminist literature and get a
multicultural point of view," he
said.
The topic of equality still
brings to mind the question of
whether there should be men's
studies to balance women's
studies.
"I really don't think many
people would take the class,"
junior Matt Franklin said.
"There is really no need for
it."
Dietz said he feels it is
rather troublesome that men are
turned off by women's studies
classes.
Junior women's studies

minor Courtney Sears agreed that
men can benefit from Womens'
Studies classes as much as women.
"Just as they give women a whole
new section to look at, men can
benefit and even need it," she said.
"This is the only way to educate men
and women."
Whereas
most
university
curriculum educates students mostly
about men and are written from a
male perspective, Allain said these
classes only deal with women's

EDDIE ANKERJcontributing artist

contributions. "This class encourages will feel a window of slight
an exchange of free ideas and draws discomfort," he said. "As a white
attention to things that have been middle-class male, I think it is
neglected in the legal system, important to feel that once in awhile."
Sears also said she appreciated
medical field or even human rights,"
having to take a "women-centered"
she said.
The women's studies program class*
"It gives you access to writing that
began when the JMU Faculty
Women's Caucus, made up of faculty you wouldn't typically find, and that^
and administration, started to helps in giving you a head start in
research it in the late '80's, according finding research on your own" she
to Allain, and decided to propose said.
Junior Natalie Batrouny, a
such a program for JMU.
The group had looked to women's studies minor, argues that
other state institutions such although she can see where men
as the University of Virginia might think the program is unfair, it
really is not.
for ideas.
"Every other class is about men.
The caucus sent a proposal
to administration and Look at history — it is the history of
Interdisciplinary Studies men with very few women. These
classes are focuses by women, about
reviewed it.
Eventually after going women," she said.
Dietz said, "The classes are not at
through the review process,
the proposal was passed all unfair. Men have to realize that
they are geared toward women, and
four years ago.
Dietz said women's they offer a different point of view
studies classes have/Tthan what we've normally learned."
cultivated an enjoyment for
Batrouny agreed that women have
difference," but he has also not been recognized as playing an
learned a lot from simply important part in history.
"I think it is completely fair.
being in a class that was
Women have been ignored for a long
mostly women.
"Every once in awhile, I time," she said.
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Fox field Races
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
•

\

September 21

±

ll:30am-2pm
Godwin Hall
(gym level)
* Nutrition Information
* Body Composition
* Fit Test Challenge
* Head, Neck & Shoulder
Massage
* Grip Strength
* Wellness Toss
* Stress Management
♦Blood Pressure Check
* Lung Function Analysis

For more info., contact Godwin Wellness Center X3321

INDECENT
EXPOSURE
which includes using the
bathroom in public, is a
CLASS ONE
MISDEMEANOR (Va. Code
S 18.2-387) which State penal law,
and the Foxfield Management, through
its security and if necessary with the assistance of county sheriff's office or police office, will
enforce strictly. All violators will be identified and
prosecuted to the full limits of the law which penalty
under Virginia law can result in confinement in jail
for not more than twelve months and a fine not
more than $2500, either or both. Further, all persons so identified shall be banned from the
premises for all future races and prosecuted for
trespassing if they return after receiving .notice
unless Foxfield voluntarily^consents to Ijjjjpfcj the
sanction on application of the individual consenting to a contract of good behavior.

James Madison University
Class oT 1997
Ring Sale
SEpTEMbER 1 8-20
9:00 A.M.'4:00 p.M.
GRAITON STOVAII

■
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The vanity of human automobiles
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Personalized license plates are popular and not difficult to acquire
different kinds of environmental plates.
"Friends of the Chesapeake" plates contribute
to organizations working to keep the bay clean.
Other drivers support the Department of Game
"JMU HOOPS," "LVE2SEW," "CH1LLIN."
and Inland Fisheries by carrying the license
These are just a few examples of the different
plates with either a duck, bass or deer. The
messages Virginia drivers are sending out
additional $25 per plate helps fund these
without saying a word. These slogans are just a
organizations and defers costs of
few of the many personalized statements found
educating the public on their
on state license plates.
objectives.
Vanity license plates, where car owners "can
Once a driver comes up
put a personalized message on their cars for
with a message he wants on his
an extra fee, are technically
license plate, the process he needs
known
as
to go through is simple.
"CommuniPlates." About
To get a personalized plate,
10 percent of the 5.4
a car owner needs to walk into a
million drivers in the state
branch office of the DMV with
take advantage of the
some options for a message, and
feature.
an operator there will check
"People really like to
the computer.
express themselves concerning
If the message is
a particular topic," said Jeannie
original,
a
DMV
Shenalt, public relations
representative will order
coordinator for the
the plate and charge the
Department of Motor
extra fee.
Vehicles. She said she
There are people
believes the popularity of
on the road who don't
personalized plates stems from
agree with the concept of
the fact "drivers just don't like to
buying a CommuniPlate.
blend in."
"I think some of them
The privilege of adding a
are lame," freshman
personalized touch to your
Niki Penberg said.
license plate is not expensive,
"Why spend the money
costing an extra $ 10 per year.
if you're just going to put
JMU graduate Butch Cassidy got
your initials or something
out of a Jeep on campus with license
completely generic on your plate?
plates honoring JMU's mascot, "3
People should get something really
DUKES," and jumped into his truck with
creative if they're going to spend the
generic license plates. He said he is looking
extra money "
forward to going to the DMV to get
For a less personal, but still
CommuniPlates. In a tribute to the Grateful
decorative license plate, the state of
Dead, his plate will say "GDTRFB."
Viginia offers mountain and cardinal plates
Most drivers won't understand the particular
which provide an aesthetic backdrop to the
message Cassidy is trying to send out to
state-issued plate numbers. These plates cost an
America, but he said he's thrilled at the fact that
additional $10, but this is a one-time fee.
he can drive around with his favorite Grateful
Many Virginia drivers are still sticking to the
Dead song, "Going Down the Road Feeling
normal digits that DMV assigns to their license
Bad," on his truck.
plates, but for those wanting to get their say in
Some drivers show an interest in purchasing
on the road, the price is right and the popularity
plates by donating their money to a reputable PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MELISSA PALLADINO, ADAM JOHNSON AND ANNE KNOX is growing.
cause. For example, there are JMU Foundation
by Lauren Dwulet
contributing writer

DMV and $15 going to the
university.
Thousands of cars
across the state
sport several

license plates which anyone
can buy for an
additional $25,
with $10
going to

CD is big, fun, ideal for jumping around
Band reminiscent of the Pixies comes to Phillips Hall for five-group rock extravaganza
by Kath Williams
contributing writer
Four North Carolina guys called
Archers of Loaf have recently
released a new compact disc, "Vee
Vee," which consists of, for the most
part, some good, fast noise, with a
few sporadic slow tunes.

REVIEW
With the exception of a few
tracks, such as "1985," which
consists of 35 seconds of guitar
before fading into the following
"Fabricoh," the CD is hard, raw and
very reminiscent of the Pixies' album
"Doolittle."
Archers will be playing with
fellow bands Queers, Figgs,
Crowsdell and Action Patrol in the
Phillips Hall Ballroom Sept. 19 at 7
p.m.
"Vee Vee" opens with "Step Into
the Light," an extremely dark,
mellow tune with a painfully long
intro, making one wonder just what
this CD is all about. But the

following track, "Harnessed in the
Slums," is upbeat, fast and fun,
catching the listener off guard.
Later in the CD, another slow
song, "Greatest of All Time." is a
five-minute whine in which lead
singer Eric Bachmann appears to be
searching for rhymes that just don't
quite cut it.
This less-than-satisfying track is
more than compensated for by
"Death in the Park," a social
commentary on crime and cops as
well as a plea for some understanding
in the midst of chaos.
"Nevermind the Enemy" and
"Underdogs of Nipomo" are two
extremely Pixies-esque tunes,
perhaps simply due to Bachmann's
vocal resemblance to Pixies' lead
singer Black Francis.
This likeliness also might be
apparent because the songs contain
the same cool combination of happy
distortion, courtesy of Eric Johnson's
guitar and bassist Matt Gentling, and
the fast beat characteristic of the
Pixies' "Debaser" and "Mr. Grieves."
The finale of the CD,
"Underachievers March and Fight

Song," which tells underachievers to
heed the call to jam out on their
guitars and "smoke reefer," contains
witty lyrics and a variety of different
instruments, including flutes.
All in all, "Vee Vee" is big fun
with just a few tunes best avoided.
Even "Nostalgia," in which
Bachmann simply screams the title
word about thirty times and throws in
a few verses here and there, proves
catchy with a hard, kicking beat,
thanks to drummer Mark Price.
The CD is perfect for jumping
around to after bombing a big test,
finishing a paper or for no reason at
all except the fact that the tunes are
mostly high-paced and rough.
For those folks unfamiliar with
Archers of Loaf, do not go looking to
the CD cover for any biographical
info. Upon close examination, it is
apparent that Archers of Loaf are
mystery men; their hometown and the
scoop on who plays what are
nowhere to be found on this CD.
No matter if you're Archers'
biggest fan or if you've never seen it
before, if you get a chance, come out
and see them on Sept. 19.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ARCHERS OF LOAF
Archers of Loaf, which hails from North Carolina, will perform at
Phillips Hall Ballroom Sept. 19.
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Moderation is key in craving fizz
Whether you've got the right one, the real
thing or just like doin' the dew, a generation
thirsting for sweetness shares your decision to
drink soda.

Wellness
Watch

1-^1

— Karen McLaughlin

While Americans in general drink an
average of 1 1/2 cans of soda each day,
students and other members of the JMU
community also drink their share, purchasing
$10,000 worth of canned beverages on
campus each week, according to Vending
Services Director Dolly Lawson.
Assistant Professor of Nutrition Danielle
Torisky said the popularity of these drinks
may reflect the historic fondness of certain
brands, the fizz from the carbonation, the*
advertising or just the fact that soda tastes
good.
"When you consume a regular soft drink
with its concentration of sugar, you can
almost think of it as though you are
consuming liquid candy," Torisky said.
According to Stephanie Diehl, a registered
dietitian at the Health Department in
Harrisonburg, soda drinkers may not realize
these beverages contain an average of nine to
12 teaspoons of sugar per 12-ounce can. This
amount is comparable to the sugar content of
a typical candy bar.
For the average healthy person, drinking

While diet soft drinks save the consumer
about 150 calories, there may be limes when
the artificial sweetener will not satisfy a sweet
craving, Torisky said.
"You have a temporary pleasant sweet
sensation on your tongue, but you have not
been physiologically satisfied in that craving,"
she said.
The question to ask is whether or not the
craving will lead one to continue to consume
diet soft drinks instead of satisfying the craving
with one regular soft drink.
"If something leads you to consume
anything in excessive amounts, then I would
question the value," she said.
"If you can't get enough of it. that tells you
first of all there is not a whole lot in it that is
helping you."
On the other hand, if diet soft drinks are
consumed in moderate amounts and help to
reinforce the consumption of other healthy
foods, then they arc fine, Torisky said.
Besides eliminating the empty calories in
regular soda, diet sodas also reduce the chance
of tooth decay, a concern for those who
consume sugary foods and beverages.
Drinking soda has the same effect as bathing
teeth in sugar, Harrisonburg dentist David Hall
said.
"Sometimes soda is more detrimental than
candy that will likely be washed away," he said.
The sugar from soft drinks produces acid in
the mouth which then eliminates the breakdown
of decay, he said.
Prevention of this decay would include
brushing following a drink so no residue is left
on the teeth.
This simple step as well as the fact that any
food can fit into a diet when it is consumed in
moderation, reinforces the idea that there is no
need to mark soda as a forbidden drink.
"I think moderation is the key," Diehl said.

one or two cans of soda a day is a moderate "Otherwise, if you arc going-to drink [a couple
cans) a day,, 1 would have it spread out
amount, that when consumed with a wellthroughout the day rather than all at once."
balanced diet, is not likely to be harmful, Diehl
Another way to avoid getting tired is to drink
said. "Anything can be consumed in
the soda with a balanced meal including
moderation."
Even with moderate intake, some people carbohydrates, fat and protein — the three
find other factors, like whether or not the drink energy-yielding nutrients, Torisky said.
In addition to these nutrients that provide the
is consumed by itself, play a role in how their
body with energy, a healthy diet also includes
systems react to the sudden dose of sugar.
vitamins and minerals.
While
many
While soda consists mostly
people drink soda
of water and sugar, it lacks
when they are
many of these essential
looking for an energy
nutrients. Other beverage
boost, Diehl said this
choices serve as significant
may not be the best
sources.
choice.
. For those who drink more
After an initial
than the moderate one to two
stimulation from the
cans of soda daily, Diehl said
sugar, soda drinkers
her major concern is that
may experience a
they are not drinking enough
period of tiredness,
milk, which is an excellent
especially if they
source of calcium, or juice,
drink the soda alone.
which provides the body
This effect is a
with Vitamin C, a watermild hypoglycemic
soluble vitamin that is not
reaction resulting
stored by the body.
from a drop in blood
Even those who are
glucose or sugar
watching their weight and
level. The chance
choosing diet over regular
that
one
will
soft drinks should consider
experience
this
that these beverages are not
drowsiness is greater
any better as far as nutrient
if the beverage is
content, and, therefore,
consumed during a
should be consumed in
time when the person
moderation as well, Diehl
is not physically
said.
active, such as when
ANGELA TERRY/graphics editor These zero-calorie soft
sitting in class or studying.
"You might want to time the consumption of drinks differ from regular soft drinks since they
concentrated sweets, whether it's soft drinks or contain aspartame, also known by the brand
anything, with physical activity that J|jjjt NutraSweet, with a sweetening power 180
immediately fbllowsWt," Torisky said,
times that of sugar.
120 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Welcome Hack
3MU Students!!!
Chad's Motor Car Co. invites you to stop by and see our
fine line of previously owned vehicles. We realize the
importance or dependable, reliable transportation for your
needs and we guarantee you that service. Be sure to ask
about your free vacation package (Great for Spring Break)
when purchasing your vehicle from us. Stop by and see the
real, live "Chad" (bull dog) at our location that was
featured on your 1992 football "Bad To The Bone" poster.

LEARN ABOUT CONCERT
PRODUCTION"
The University Program Board
is in search of a Technical
Services Advisor
Applications are available in the
UPB office, Taylor 233
Training is provided for
our new sound system.

Bank Financing Available
"We guarantee complete satisfaction"
Mon-Wed,Fri 9-9
Tues - Thurs, Sat 9-6

We Buy
Sell
Trade

433-3495

Also Free
Pick-Up & Drop
Off Delivery

All Applications must be submitted
by Friday, September 22.
For more information call x6217
D
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ow boys' second-half heroics gun down Dukes
IMU blows 24-6 halftime lead and loses 30-24 to top-ranked team in Division l-AA
by Matthew Prince
sports editor
Last weekend, the Dukes won an emotional
come-from-behind victory in which they
dominated play in the second half.
Saturday, JMU experienced the other side of
the equation.
It looked so easy for the Dukes as they rolled
up a 24-6 half-time lead against the No. 1 team
in Division I-AA, McNeese State University.
But the Cowboys went on to outscore the
Dukes 24-0 in the second half, proving, in front
of 11,000 ra^n-soaked fans, that looks can be
deceiving.
"The first half, weTJid not show up, and they
did," MSU head coach Bobby Keasler said.
"But in the second half, we started playing
better and playing harde&-We didn't change
a*thing, we just changed the way we played."
JMU head coach Alex Wood said he felt the
game slipping even before the half.
"The loss is indicative of the way we played
in the second quarter," Wood said. "We just did
not play well, and we continued on a downward
spiraling performance. You can't do this
against good football teams."
The Dukes got off to a 17-0 first-quarter
lead, which included a touchdown before the
offense ever stepped onto the field. The score
came on a 65-yard interception return by senior
cornerback Quincy Waller on the Cowboy's
first possession of the game.
The Dukes' offense started sharp, marching
64 yards on 12 plays on its initial possession.
The drive culminated in a 21-yard field goal by
junior John Coursey, giving JMU an early 10-0
lead.
The offense was eveft more impressive on its
second possession of the game, driving 65
yards in six plays and scoring a touchdown.
The tally came on an option that junior
tailback Kelvin Jeter took for 29 yards down
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PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG/ptoro editor

Junior Macey Brooks could not come up with this catch during the fourth quarter of
Saturday's game. Brooks caught lust one ball, but It was good for a JMU touchdown.
the right sideline and into the end zone. Jeter
appeared to be stopped when he was hit by
three MSU defensemen at the 15-yard line, but
he somehow stayed on his feet and strolled the
final 15 yards for the score.
Keasler said he was stunned by his defense's
sloppy first-quarter effort.
"It looked as if we were just going through
the motions," Keasler. said. "We're not used to

Senior Mike Cawley rifles a pass over the McNeese St. defensive line. Cawley threw
for 230 yards against the Cowboys, but had only 59 of them in the second half.

going out here and missing tackles — that's just
not us."
*
The Dukes' defense continued to stymie the
Cowboys until the 6:04 mark of the second
quarter. MSU then got on the scoreboard when
quarterback Kerry Joseph connected with
receiver Terence Davis on a 57:yard scoring
strike. MSU botched the*point-after attempt.
JMU answered back quickly, scoring on its
next possession. Senior quarterback Mike
Cawley hit junior receiver Macey Brooks on a
9-yard touchdown slant. The pass capped off a
seven-play, 72-yard drive and gave the Dukes a
24-6 lead with 3:16 remaining in the half.
Despite the 18-point half-time lead. Wood
said he was still concerned.
"I didn't like the way things were going at
all, even though we were up 24-6," Wood said.
"I knew they were not going to lay down and
were quite capable of scoring 20 or 30 points.
And we let them."
Keasler said he saw the momentum
changing right after the half.
"The first series we came back on the field,
you could see the tempo pick up on our side,"
Keasler said. "We were ready to play."
The Cowboys came out of the break with
renewed vigor scoring touchdowns on their first
two possessions of the second session and
narrowing the gap to 24-19.
The second of the scores came at a crucial
moment of the game. Facing a fourth-and-six
from the JMU 33-yard line, Joseph stepped up
past the Dukes' pass rush and scrambled all the
way into the end zone.
"We had pressure on him, but the linebacker
who was supposed to cover him [Joseph] ran to
take the back," Wood said. "That guy was the
last mode of containment."
Joseph said, "I think the defense got a little
tired. Our offensive line started wearing them
down and gave us plenty of options."
The JMU offense sputtered mightily in the
second half, accumulating just 39 total net
yards and getting just four first downs.
"They [MSU defense] decided to come after
us in the second half, and they did," Cawley
said. "They were blitzing on almost every play.
Either you bum the blitz or you get burned by it
— and we got burned."
Wood said, "We had physical breakdowns,
one-on-one. Guys just got beat."
Another key moment in the game came on

fourth-and-inches for the Cowboys at their own
45-yard line. With regular punter Brian StewaFt
injured, Joseph was called upon to punt. The
ball was snapped well over his head and rolled
back to the MSU 10-yard line. Without having
ample time to set up, Joseph picked up the
football under heavy pressure and kicked it to
the JMU 11-yard line. The play resulted in a
79-yard swing.
"Kerry Joseph is quite an athlete and is very
smart," Keasler said. "He knew what he had to
do as an athlete to get us out of trouble, and
that's exactly what he did."
With 7:53 remaining in the game, the
Cowboys got a 20-yard field goal from
placekicker Jose" Larios, making the score 2422.
MSU then delivered the final blow to JMU
when strong safety Darnell Lee blocked
sophomore Nelson Garner's punt on the Dukes'
next possession. The block gave the Cowboys
the ball at the JMU 1-yard line.
"We saw something on film and felt like we
had a chance to block a punt when we needed
to turn the game around," Keasler said. "And it
did."
Joseph scored the go-ahead touchdown on a
1-yard keeper. Following a successful twopoint conversion, the Cowboy had a 30-24 lead
with 6:31 remaining.
The Dukes had one last chance to win. The
offense penetrated to the MSU 34-yard line on
their final drive of the game, but could not get
any farther.
"We had the game in control, and we let it
slip away," Cawley said. "They played harder
thantus in the second half and that's why they
won the game. They wanted it more."
The Dukes, now 2-1, will look to rebound
Sept. 23 when they travel to take on Yankee
Conference-opponent Villanova University.
"One game is not going to break our
season," Wood said. "We have to regroup from
this one, get right to Villanova and go from
there."
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DUKES NOTES — Junior tight end Ed Perry
played in his first game of the season Saturday
after missing the first two with a shoulder
injury. The preseason All-America caught
seven passes for 87 yards... Junior placekicker
John Coursey has been perfect on the season.
Coursey is 14-14 on point-after attempts and is
5-5 on field-goal attempts. He has now kicked
62 consecutive PATs, two shy of the school
record set by Tom Garritty (1986-'88).
McNeese St.
JMU

13
0

17

11
0

30
24

FIRST QUARTER
JMU — Waller 65 interception return (Coursey kick),
13:06
JMU — FG Coursey 21,6:47
JMU — Jeter 29 run (Coursey kick), 3:10
SECOND QUARTER
MSU — Davis 57 pass from K. Joseph (kick failed).
6:04
JMU — Brooks 9 pass from Cawley (Coursey kick).
3:16

THIRD QUARTER
MSU — Fields 4 run (Larios kick). 7:15
MSU — K. Joseph 33 run (pass failed), 1:09
FOURTH QUARTER
MSU—FG Larios 20,7:53
MSU — K. Joseph I run (K. Joseph run), 6:31
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — JMU. Jeter 16-58, Miles 3-27. Townes
1-3. Jones l-(-3). Cawley 7-(-23). MSU, Fields 2186. K. Joseph 16-65, Foster 9-36, Stnippeck 3-33.
Davis 1-0.
PASSING —JMU. Cawley 19-36-1 230. MSU. K.
Joseph 15-30-1 175.
RECEIVING — JMU, Perry 7-87. Smith 3-39, Jones
3-35, Jeter 2-30, Woolever 2-25. Brooks 1-9. Dorsey
1-5. MSU. Davis 2-73, D. Joseph 3-42. Fields 3-20,
Fontentot2-l5, Morris 2-12, Warren 1-11. Foster 1-2,
Stnippeck 1-0.
MISSED FIELD GOALS - MSU, Larios 47,50.
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BUSINESS RELATED MAJORS
YOUR IDEAS. YOUR
AMBITION. YOUR
ENERGY.

MISTER CHIPS!
Your Corner Store ...

EXPANDED HOT BEVERAGES
UNDER THE "AWNING"
STOP BY
TO SEE
Cappucinno now available!
Available EVERDAY
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE,
Gift Certificates, and Postage Stamps
Flower and Balloon delivery,
Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service,
Film processing,
and Video rentals.

OUR TRAINING . . .
YOUR FUTURE.
Circuit City, the nation's largest brand-name consumer electronics and appliance retailer, has excellent opportunities available in our Financial Trainee Program at our Corporate Headquarters In
Richmond, VA. We have enjoyed significant financial success over the years and we strongly
believe our people are the very essence of our business.
What does this mean for you? Responsibility, personal growth and success, and your input and
advice at all levels. The Financial Trainee Program immediately entrusts you with substantial financial
and supervisory responsibilities. It is structured so that you work and gain exposure to a wide variety
of financial disciplines — from Cash Management and Budgeting to Accounting and Corporate
Finance. You'll team the cryriamfcs of our Corporate environment develop your business and financial
skills, and gain invaluable experience from the best in the business.
If you're an ambitious, creative team player completing a four-year, business-related college degree,
check us out when we're on campus. It will be the best career move you can make.

CARIIR FAIR
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBI R 21

C This Weeks Specials)
5 Latex Balloons $2.99
Reg. $3.49
Purchase a card with the balloons
and save an additional 50*
Payment made easy. We accept:
Cash

FLEX

Si I till < .III II I'l.Kllllllll

A limited number of positions are also available at our Marietta, GA location.
Circuit City is an Equal Opportunity Employer and promotes a drug-free workplace.

CIRCUIT CITY

Checks

IV/uvc Sauce is Suic ol tlw An

AMfiX
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RESERVE

OFFICER S'

TRAINING

CORPS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the name.
It's the one college elective that builds
your self-confidence, develops your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior
year, and that means there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more.
Contact Captain Vic Hearne, 568-6094 or
IN% "HearneWV@VAX1 .ACS.JMU.EDU"
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Dukes arop pair in JMU
InvitationaT^ournament
Georgetown goes undefeated, captures title
by Jerry Niedzialek
staff writer
The Dukes lacked the offensive attack
needed to capture first place at the JMU
Invitational Volleyball Tournament this
weekend.
The tournament concluded Sunday at
Sinclair Gymnasium with the Dukes falling to
Georgetown University 15-3,15-13, 15-3.
Georgetown University garnered first-place
honors going 3-0 on the weekend. JMU
dropped to third place with the loss and 1 -2 for
the tournament.
The University of Delaware took second
place, also going 1-2, with Yale University
finishing last at 1-2.
The Dukes' only win came against Yale in a
five-game match, 12-15, 16-14. 3-15. 15-5. 1715. The team's second defeat came in a hardfought three-game match against Delaware
University. 17-15,18-16.15-11.
JMU started off slowly in the first game,
going down 0-4 quickly against the Hoyas.
"We took a little time to get into it," head
coach Mary Harrington said. "We had a bad
passing day and couldn't run the offense."
With JMU down 8-3 in the first game,
Harrington called a timeout to gain momentum
and calm the Dukes down. It was unsuccessful,
and three points later at 11-3, another timeout
was called.
But nothing could stop Georgetown as it
handled the Dukes, 15-3.
"We have to learn that when the whistle
blows, we have to pass sharply and start
playing right away," Harrington said.
The second game was miBtedifferent, as the
Dukes gave the HoyasMI tough battle
throughout. It was a seesaw game, with the lead

changing hands many times, but JMU remained
unable to capitalize on sideout advantages.
"We were more aggressive and played with
more energy in the second game," said senior
middle hitter Debbi Prince, a team co-captain.
Although JMU played much better, it could
not pull off the victory, losing 15-13.
"We picked it up a level in the second
game," said sophomore outside hitter Shelly
Vignovich, who was named to the AllTournament team.
"It gave us confidence going into the third
game that we could win it," Vignovich said.
That was not to be, as Georgetown had the
momentum and rolled to a 15-3 victory to seal
the match and tournament title.
But the Dukes demonstrated a positive
attitude in the third game.
Down 14-3 and facing elimination, JMU
never gave up and continued to play hard,
gaining side out many times and diving for
balls.
"I'm really proud of the team." Harrington
said. "We never gave up ... we have too much
pride for that."
Even through the defeat. JMU showed the
character and the talent to get the job done.
"We have the ability, we just have to put it
together and play hard all the time," Vignovich
said.
Prince also pointed out needed areas of
improvement for the team.
"We have to play with more confidence and
realize that when we do get down, not to dwell
on it," Prince said. "We have to keep
attacking."
JMU faces Radford University Sept. 19
before returning home to play George Mason
University on Sept. 29 and American
University Sept. 30.

KYLE BUSSIsiaff photographer

Senior co-captain Debbi Prince goes for a kill against tournament champion
Georgetown University. The Dukes took third place in the round-robin tournament.

01TS Hi
TRACK AND FIELD
JMU takes second and third at UVa.
Invitational
The men's track team took third place in
a 12-team field overall in the 8,000-meter
run Saturday. Junior Thomas Jeffrey and
Sophomore Jeff Menago placed sixth and
seventh, respectively, for JMU.
The women's track team captured
second place in a 10 team field in the
5,000-meter run. Freshman Tracey
Livengood placed the highest for the
Dukes, taking ninth place out of 117
runners. Sophomore Cristi Ferran took
12th contributing to the teams high finish.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
JMU defeats Kentucky in
overtime, 3-2
JMU junior Samantha Andersen scored
two overtime goals to lead the Dukes to a
3-2 win over the Wildcats in the
JMU/Sheraton Inn Women's Soccer
Tournament Friday afternoon.
Andersch's goals came in the first eight
minutes of overtime, giving JMU a 3-1
lead. She scored first on a free kick just
outside the penalty box 5:59 into overtime.
Andersch's second goal, at 7:28, was a
short-range shot on a pass from the endline
from senior Ashley Williamson.

Kentucky sophomore Kim LaBelle cut
the margin to 3-2 on an J 8-yard shot, but
the Wildcats were unable to get any closer
after that.
LaBelle's goal with 4:44 left in regulation
forced the overtime period. JMU had held
a 1-0 lead after a penalty kick by
sophomore Aimee Vaughan at 53:14.
The Dukes outshot Kentucky 28-14.
Wildcat goalkeeper Ashley Miller kept the
team in the game with 11 saves in the
contest.

MEN'S SOCCER
JMU downs UNC-Wilmington, 3-1
JMU improved its record to 6-0 on the
season after defeating the Seahwaks 3-1
Friday night in Wilmington.
The Dukes' victory, which came in front
of a school-record crowd of 1,568 fans,
drops the Seahwaks to 2-3 overall and 0-1
in its Colonial Athletic Association debutJunior striker Jari Takatalo took
advantage of a mistake by UNC-W
goalkeeper Adrian Powell for JMU's first
score at 15:54. Pojjfill misplayed a ball at
Takatalo knocked
the edge of the^
Is, giving JMU an
in a shot fro
early 1-0 lead.
need back to tie the
The Seahawks
score less than seven minutes later, when
freshman Mike Elovaara headed in a direct
kick from Nildo Schubert at 21:06.

Senior midfielder Patrick McSorley
scored his sixth goal of the season at 66:32
to put the Dukes back on top 2-1.
Junior midfielder Sipi Savolainen added
an insurance goal at 85:22 when he tipped
in a cross from freshman midfielder Kosta
Bournelis.

Dukes defeat East Carolina 2-0
JMU scored a goal in each half in its
victory over the Pirates. Freshman
midfielder Kosta Bournelis scored the first
goal and sophomore forward Geoff
Honeysett added an insurance goal 14:00
into the second half, giving JMU a 7-0
overall record and improving its CAA
record to 2-0.

FIELD HOCKEY
Dukes improve record to 6-1
after defeating
Princeton and Syracuse
No. 2-ranked JMU barely defeated No.
12-ranked Princeton University, 1-0, in the
first game of the Princeton Invitational
over the weekend.
The Tigers, who played without the
services of co-captains Skye Nuttall and
Lisa Rebane, prevented the Dukes from
scoring until late in the second half.
JMU dominated the first half of play,
keeping the ball in the Princeton end of the
field for most of the half, but remained
unable to capitalize on multiple shot

attempts. Senior forward Katherine Clark
had several opportunities but was stopped
cold by Tigers goalkeeper Liz Hill.
JMU scored at 16:32 of the second half
on a shot by junior forward Kelly
McDonald. Hill, who faced 11 corners
from JMU, made a total of 20 saves in
goal.
JMU went on to face No. 13-ranked
Syracuse University on Saturday, winning
its fourth straight game.
Senior back Jen Wilds opened scoring in
the second half on a penalty comer 15:28
into the hald, and then assisted on senior
midfielder Carole Thate's first goal less
than five minutes later. Thate scored her
second goal with just six seconds
remaining in the game.
JMU returns home for a game against
University of Virginia on Sept. 20 at 7:30
p.m.

SPORTS TALK
Weekly call-in show hits airwaves
Be sure to tune in every Tuesday night
to "Sports Talk," a two-hour radio show on
88.7 WXJM. Airing from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m.. Sports Talk discusses everything in
the world of sports — from JMU athletics
to all the professional leagues. Listeners
can call in and participate in the discussion
by dialing 568-3425.
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Why Compromise?
Get This JVC AM/FM/CD Only $299
•2SWX4

• Detachable lac*
• JVCs top AM/FM tuner
• 1-WDAC
• Antt-ehoclc morel
JVC KD-GS550
Ust $349.95
Installation not Included

Shear Delight
Grooming is moving!
Visit us at our old dims and receive...
0,«

i

$2 off
I haircut
I exp. 9/18/95

$1 off
bath

■>•

Come see us Oct. 1st ©•
at our new location at
910 N. Liberty St. .

There's no need to choose between price, quality, and great service with
this deck from Ace & JVC. You get Ace's 20 years of experience,
personal service and a great sounding deck for only $2991
Ml lOa/"* 'M
IVIUOK-r

Call x 6127
and give us
the scoop I
lyearold.1991

434 4722

"

* 2990 S Main

HOURS: 9-6 Mo.n.-Fri.

ELECTRONICS

i_e_xp_9/W95_, same phone# 432-3647

Do you have
a story for
The Breeze?

l>l
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„ LIVING
OFF-CAMPUS
HAS ITS
BENEFITS:

moftE imm SPACE

ANDJMEAT
£r-Di$TANCE
SAWNgS

•■

Sign up now and receive:
• Long-distance service for off-campus living.
• Up to 100 FREE MINUTES*
• Your own bill so there's no confusion over who
made what calls when.
Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunh driver
on March 13,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U S Department o* Transportation

JMU Access Service 1-800-522-4606
Provided by campusMCI

Sign up at The Post Office, August 28-September 8,10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
The Commons, September 11-September 15,10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
■n.urf ~. i u .„«. rv . . ^._
O MCI Telecommunications Corporation. 1995
Based on University Diai-1 interstate ofl peak rates It «* appear m the torn, of an mvowe credit, up to 50 rr»n on your second and th„rt „*,„*••
„ ^™
following promotKW enrollment. Total credM w* not exceed 100 min One7expir^~)%^
™nth$ mmc*t-
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Dukes upset Gophers on last-minute goal
by John Taylor
staffwriter
The rain stopped jiwl in time for the JMU
women's soccer team to pull off its second
dramatic upset of the weekend.
The Dukes defeated the University of
Minnesota 4-3 Sunday at Reservoir Street
Field, improving their record to 3-3. Minnesota
came in undefeated and ranked No. 20 in the
nation.
While the water ceased falling from the sky.
JMU came out raining sheets on the Gophers,
finishing with 18 to Minnesota's 11.
The Dukes took control of the game
immediately, taking the ball deep into the
Gophers' territory. Minnesota was efficient,
though, and on its first trip back the other way,
the team scored on a diiect kick. Freshman
forward Corinne Bolder was tripped, and
immediately got up and shot the ball before the
Dukes had a chance to set up. The ball sailed
into the corner to give the Gophers an early
lead.
JMU maintained its composure and
continued to control the game. Six minutes after
the Gophers scored, the Dukes struck back.
Junior midfielder Samantha Andersch sent a
comer kick from the right to the far post, where
sophomore forward Stacey Tourtellote headed
it into the goal to tie the game.
The game went scoreless for 20 minutes after
the initial scoring barrage. During this time, the
JMU midfield controlled the ball beautifully,
and the forwards were attacking relentlessly.
"I saw Minnesota play on Friday, and we
thought that our matchup with our forwards
against their backs would be to our advantage,"
head coach Dave Lombardo said. "We ended
up exploiting that."
The JMU attack in the first half was led by
Andersch, junior midfielder Kristi Palmaccio,
sophomore forwards Aimee Vaughan and
Heather Selvitelle, and senior forward Ashley

KYLE BUS&'staff photographer
Freshman Therese Wolden heads the ball Into the net to score the Dukes' third goal
of the game. JMU defeated No. 20 Minnesota 4-3 on Sunday.
Williamson. They kept the pressure on the keeper Teresa O'Hearn's legs. The first half
Gopher defense for the entire first half with ended in a 2-2 tie.
their aggressive play, and JMU finished the first
JMU made a keeper change at the start of the
session with 12 shots.
second half, removing sophomore Stacy
Thirty minutes into the game, the Gophers Bilodeau in favor of freshman Beth Manghi.
struck again. A JMU defender was called for
Although the JMU keepers saw only 11 shots,
pushing, resulting in another direct kick. Junior recording three saves, Lombardo said the
forward Jennifer Walek took the kick and blew keeper change was important.
it through a shaky defensive wall and through
"They're both good keepers at this point,"
the arms of sophomore keeper Stacy Bilodeau, Lombardo said, "but we can't give up two goals
giving Minnesota a 2-1 lead.
off of five or six shots every game."
The Dukes were not done scoring in the first
The Gophers came out showing better control,
half though. With less than four minutes left in particularly on the offensive end of the field.
the opening session, sophomore forward Tasha Both defenses dominated though, and the
Ellis took the ball down the left sideline after scoreboard did not change for 30 minutes.
receiving a pass from Vaughan and boomed a
JMU broke the tie shortly after a rarely seen
shot from 16 yards out that went through junior three-person substitution. The change paid off

Come to

The Breeze
Open
House
/

Thursday, Sept. 21,
3:30-5 p.m. in The Breeze
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Join us for refreshments and meet
the people who put the student
' newspaper together twice a week.

immediately, though, when freshman forward
Therese Wolden took a cross from Vaughan
and headed it into the left corner of the goal.
"From our standpoint, wc had much more
depth than they did," Lombardo said. "Wc have
six very talented forwards that each give us
something a little different, and that's what we
tried to do is keep that pressure on them."
After that breakthrough, defense was
paramount for both squads. JMU made many
more substitutions, trying to find the right mix
and keeping fresh legs in the game.
After missing a few chances to go ahead by
two, Minnesota postponed the JMU celebration
when it got back on the scoreboard: With less
than three nTrpates left in the game, Bolder
Struck again^jiking a comer kick ttyf Walek
and heading it past Manghi. \
With the game tied at three, the Dukes
seemed destined for their second overtime
game in a row.
Instead, junior defender Jen Cuesta, who had
been active all throughout the game, pushed
upfield after retrieving a ball at midfield. She
looked upfield and lofted the ball 30 feet
toward the goal, with less than a minute left in
regulation. O'Hearn caught the ball, then
stumbled back, crossing the plane of the goal
and allowing JMU to escape with a 4-3 victory.
"I've never done anything like that." Cuesta
said. "It was kind of like a movie, when it goes
in slow motion, and then it goes in!"
The team was excited after a weekend in
which they evened its record and knocked off a
Top 20 team, as well as winning two close
games.
"It feels awesome, finally something to boost
our confidence," Palmaccio said. "We know we
have a good team, we just haven't been able to
put the ball in the net. It was an exceptional
weekend for us."
The Dukes travel to play Virginia
Commonwealth University on Sept. 20 in their
Colonial Athletic Association opener.

Bfeeze Athletes of the Week
ICS M A IM S O H IHVIIIITI

Heather Hoehlein
Field Hockey
Senior/Virginia Beach, Va.

and 17 assisted blocks in 14 games.
Prince leads JMU's starters with a .316
hitting percentage and is on top of the
CAA blocking chart with 1.59 per game.

Hoehlein played a key role on defense
for the Dukes — playing an instrumental
Barry Purceil
role in JMU's 1 -0 victory at Old Dominion
Men's Soccer
Junior/Richmond, Va.
on Sept. 9. The Dukes allowed just five
shots on goal to their Colonial Athletic
Purceil posted back-to-back shutouts in
Association rival as JMU won in Norfolk
the
University of Richmond's Nike
for the first time since 1979. Hoehlein also
recorded art assist in JMU's 8-1 victory Challenge Cup, held Sept. 8-9. He
combined for a total of eight saves in
over University of California on Sept 5.
JMU's 2-0 win over University of North
Carolina-Greensboro and the Dukes' 3-0
Tony Jordan
victory over Hofstra University.
Football
Purceil was voted the tournament's
Junior/Hampton, Va.
MVP and was also named CAA Player of
Jordan helped spark a JMU comeback the Week He currently ranks second in the
against College of William & Mary on region and tied for 12th in the nation with a
Sept. 9. With the Dukes trailing 17-6 in the 0.25 goals-against average.
fourth quarter, he blocked a punt that was
Heather Selvitelle
recovered by JMU for the team's first
Women's Soccer
touchdown. Although he hurt his shoulder
Sophomore/Montclair, Va.
on the play, the team went on to win 24-17.
Selvitelle had two goals and an assist
for
the
Dukes from Sept. 4-10. Her first
Men's Golf
goal came in the Dukes' 7-0 win at
Sophomore/Raleigh, N.C.
Radford University on Sept 6. In a 3-2 loss
Mandulak, in his first tournament with to UNC-Greensboro on Sept. 10, she
JMU, carded a 74-81-155 to tie for sixth helped JMU rally from a 3-0 halftime
place and lead the Dukes to a second-place deficit. Selvitelle scored JMU's first goal,
team finish in the Seton Hall Private then assisted the second goal.
Invitational, held Sept. 9-10.

David Mandulak

Debbi Prince
Volleyball
Senior/Wilmington, Del.
Prince helped lead the Dukes to a 2-2
record and a third-place finish in the North
Carolina State Tournament, held Sept. 8-9.
She registered 34 kills, three solo blocks

Kathryn Yard

Women's Golf
Sophomore/Downingtown, Pa.
Yard won the Tina Barrett/Longwood
Invitational Tournament, held Sept. 9-10 in
Farmville, Va. She shot a 74-81-155,
beating teammate Niki Crist by two strokes
fortrfe thW. * *•***' ■•••
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<?
CUSTOM SCREEIUPRIMTIIVG
T-shirts • Sweats • Caps • Etc.
Clubs • Dorms • Fundraisers • Greeks

CUSTOM ARTWORK AVAUA6U
$15.00 OFF ORDERS&F 12 OR MORE
14 E. WATER ST. DOWNTOWN HARRISON BURG

564-0928 tup from Spanky's)
Owned and operated by JMU alumni since 1990
J7JQ.

"Shenandoah Volley's Hair Care Specialist'

$5 Hair Cuts

Walk-ins Welcome!
No Appointment Necesary

Nexxus
Paul Mitchell
Matrix
Redken
Bain De Terre

Houri
'Moo Frl 7-6:30 !
Thura
7-a.oo
Sat
7-4:00
Toning Beds

7/e >Lt F<m CAL

Tanning Beds Yoor Bound

f

" HAIR "2»"
CORRAL "-ssr

111 Full-Time
Barbers on Stofl

Visil (he Blue Foxx Cafe" for the Best Food In Town!

BUY ONE ENTREfc GET 2ND ENTRE6 FOR $1.00

Ki I.1 Bypass
I >uyion

M.Ks from Campus

879-2557'

Offer Available All Week
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonburg • (703) 432-3699

Expires 9-30-95
Offer may exclude daily specials

It Takes A Lot Of Drive To Get Ahead
• • • •

(Not A Lot Of Money)

® TOYOTA
MSRP Starting Under $10,500

SEE YOUfc tOYOTA DEALER TODAY. , ®™?™Me
MSRP BASED ON TAX. TAGS, TITLE, FREIGHT, OPTIONAL & REGIONALLY REQUIRED EQUIPMENT. DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE.

_
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ACROSS
1 Eh?
5En-1
10 Disgusting
15 Annie Oakley
19 Roting in dough
20 PruJrock's creator
21 Hawaiian porch
22 Biblical
preposition
23 — bftve (musical
phraae)
24 Pick-me-up
25 Pizzeria
appliances
26 Actress Patricia
27 Cop's job. dt times
30 — up (gather with
etlort)
31 Individuals
32 Perry's secretary
33 Tatter
DOWN
1 Stole
2 Hawaiian city
3 Rights advocates:
abbr.
4 Word in a
comparison
5 Obtain entrance
6 By oneself
7 Tree's age clues
8 — -yourself
9 Draw with add
10 Orb
11 "Bolero" composer
12 Ryan or Tatum
13 Barbara or Monica
14 Sibling, briefly
15 Puppetry
performance
16 Land — (listen)
17 Gaze intently
18 Repaired shoes
28 One of Snow
While's friends

,
34
38
40
41

Light purple
Peruke
Grassland
Speed skater
Heiden
Attitudinize
Sgts.. e.g.
Prie— (church
kneeling bench)
Tranquillity
Low-lying region
in Europe
Pub missile
Aide: abbr.
Standing
"— Psyche'
(Keats)
Name in a Beatles
song
Genesis name
Grieves

65 Friction match
66 "Peck's —" (old
film)
69 Toasted
71 Up-to-date
72 So long, Pablo
73 Tilled
74 Whig's opponent
75 Certain European
76 Deceptive move
77 Homer's kid
79 Send
83 TV part
64 Jessica or Hope
85 U.S. playwnght
86 Jekyll's alter ego
87 Formerly, once
88 Patterned
footwear
90 Unwrap
91 Fodder

29 Verge
30 Vane dir
34 Clytemnestra's
mother
35 Part of the eye
36 Commits
penury
37 Best ol all
38 Candle part
39 Mamie's spouse
40 Apollo's mother
42 Atomizer
43 Jets or Nets
44 Sprinted
45 Overflow
46 Military
chaplain
47 Upright
48 Certain exams, for
short
50 Make happen
51 Directive
52 Dutch painter

62 John — Passos
63 Talk show host.
Williams
64 Have debts
65 In favor of
66 Moisten while
cooking
67 Alfred or Felix
68 Calls
69 Person
70 Long-limbed
71 Specks
73 Regan's dad
74 Arduous journey
76 Excoriate
77 Coalition of a kind
78 Alphabet run
80 Extravagant
advertising
81 —fixe
82 Confined
85 "— live and
breather

42
49
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
63

105
106
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Facial spasm
Bird sound
Yearns
Hi. in HI
Equestrian's
"stop"
Chick sound
Live right, or
something
Gate receipts
Nasty kids
"O. owe me—
Computer item
Exploits
Assail
Kind ol race
Compel to go
Jaunty
Suspicious
Wails
Woodwind

89
92
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
107
106
109

"

Kin of etc
Snake
Sailor
Misbehave
Put lo flight
Trail walker
See eye to eye
Rental contract
Aquatic mammal
Precipitous
Unbroken
Macho guy
Heeds
Spree
Biblical pronoun
Nymph who loved
Narcissus
110 "Pequod" captain
111 One thousand:
pref.
112Gral114 Unit ol volume:
abbr
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Here On Planet Earth\Sco« Trobaugh

■Us. \\mk <&x

93
94
95
98
102

K

MAT "Do YoO
MeM "?Y •^sj&Ptrt.?
rtf f>
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Night life\Mario NozzareUa
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Otter's Tricks & Tips\Josh Nathanson
Tfi\cfc 43". How

To

SEE.

STtP I: CLOSE RoTA
LYES.

T^L stcMT

EYE.

STE.P M: AS "You
SL-WLf W\C,G,LE
YooP- LuN\p UP +
t>OVN)Nl THt

fAfSTEfloUS EfE

STE? 0. : V:EL?V^Gv
Ipok To TUt LEfT.
„ rAS-S02lt * HLIL
^•1 MSSlNC, IN TV\t "J
t>.&.R.fc. tAP-X DfcfUtl
t>A?.*l tXVf'K is met

STEP 3
PfLSS Tv^t

LATER..

r

;

II

LlTTUt t^t
LUf\A? TvlirJG,

in
In

Hepatica\Jfiifee /for&
HI, I'M HfRE
FOR TH£
BASEBALL
TRyoyT5 TODAY.

OK, WHAT

HOIV D0£S THAJm/\Jt
TO PLWING^&nmMlf?

POSITION DO

VflU PR£F£R?

ti

Calvin and Hobbes\£itf Watterson
WMI UP.' ITS TIME TO GET
REAM FOR SCHOOL.

JUST CHECKING. \
THGUVDWRE r
UP W*D DRESSED./

L

TOM SHOULD THRO** HER "\
OFF Tv€ TRAIL FOR
^X
,
A WHILE.
__y

ON THE FIRST DAY OF ROGER'S
SUMMER JOB, HE WENT TO THE
• WRONG PLACE.

S5^JT>ir

FT

Close to Home\Jobn McPherson
»*

/CKUPLEY DENTAL ASSOC/JT£S\
- NOT ICE-

STOP? PAY TOLL
fm HILLS TOLL PLAZA

PA TIEA/TS MHO ARE MORE
THAN 15 MINUTES LATE
FOR TNEIR APPOINTMENT
WILL MOTSE GIVEN
MOVOCAIAJf

l4fa&#r.
To help boost the morale of employees in
windowless offices, Voftech Industries installed
TV monitors displaying live footage

of a nearby window.

CIWiJM, mr*nm/om o, uww« *t* yon

"Look, I don't have a cent in the car.
Here are four Chiclets and a ticket to my
son's high school play."

fh

■

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
For rant - Squirt Hill, tl77/mo.
Graduating in December. 434-5169
Room for raat - S mln. walking
distance from campus. Questions,
call Irena or Sally, 433-3896.

HELP WANTED
Earn $2,500 ft. free Spring Break
trips! Sell 8 trips & go free! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida! Spring Break
Travel! (800)678€386

FOR SALE

$1,760 weakly possible - Mailing
our circulars. For Info call (202)3937723.

1982 Datsun 280ZX - 5 speed,
loaded, T-tops, blue/silver, good
condition. Call 434-9866.

Wanted - Drivers at random hours.
Top pay. Immediately call James
McHone Jewelry, 433-1833.

Homo brewing kits - Literature,
malts, hops, grains, yeasts. 482
6799.
95 Kawasaki ZX-6 - Red, low
mileage, beautiful bike. Contact
Dave. 432-1929
1993 Slant 18 apoed mountain
bike - 24" tire8/14* frame. Cost.
$280. For sale. $100. Call 4343118.
1984 VW Sclrocco - Runs greatl
New tires and Pioneer Super Tuner
with removable face. $2,000. 4341978
This End Up furniture - Sofa, kelry
green tweed. $280; 2 coffee tables,
$85; waH un* with drawers. $190;
3 chairs, nubby cream fabric, $75
each; lamp, mauve. $69; 2 end
tables. $75 each; sturdy computer
table. $70; headboard, $105. Call
Carolyn, 574-215$.
1980 Oao Metro - Good condition.
50.000 ml. Reduced, $2975. 8335410
Or. Martens far sale - Size 5 brand
new, black wKh silver buckles. $45
Arm. Call Yuna, 433-5667.
1992 Caanondale - Good
condition, needs new rear derailer,
$350/obo. 434-4393
1977 Kawasaki KZ400 - Great
commuter bike. New red paint &
new battery, $660. 432-9872,
leave message.

Child Care after school - 13 4 10
year old. 3:30-5:30 p.m., M-F. Must
have car. male or female. 4332271, after 5:30 p.m.
Wendy's on S. Main - Is now hiring
for all positions. If you are looking
for part-time work with flexible
hours, we have a position for you.
Apply in person.
Tutors needed - Tutors needed in
all areas. Please stop by the
Counseling & Student Development
Center, Alumnae Hall, Room 208
for an application.

Alaaka emplohmint - Fishing
industry. Earfcflp to $3,000$6,000+/mo. Room ft board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206)5454155 XA53251

Marketing Intern needed - Call
Gregg,
432-1717.
Flexible
schedule. Good pay.

Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal ft full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more info
call (206)6340468 XC53251.

SERVICES

Waitresses needed at Jess' LunchShort order cooks needed at Jess'
Lunch. Both apply in person only at
22 S. Mam St.
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities,
Sororities & student organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5 per
application. Call Donna at
(800)932-0528, ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a free camera.
The Depot Grill - is looking for a
few good cooks. Above average
wages, flexible hours, part-time or
full-time. Apply 4-6p.m. daily at
Staunton Station, 42 Mlddlebrook
Ave.
Models needed - For serious,
established art school in Staunton.
Male, female. Clothed/nude •
$20/$25 per session (2 1/2 hr.).
Call (540)886«636.
Attention - Excellent Income for
home assembly work. Info.
(540)646-1700. Dept. VA-4806.

Una cooks, kitchen, help needed
Apply at Clayborne'Sy

National DJ Connection - Melrose
parties, formals, 10,000+ songs,
Karaoke. 433-0360
Classic Touch Invftas students to
stop by Monday-Wednesday for
special rate on haircuts. 564-0212
Free financial aid! Over $6 billion In
private sector grants ft scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services. (800)2630495 XF53251.
Freshmen - Bring your car to
campus, off-campus parking next to
JMU. Limited spaces available. Call
433-2126 after 5 p.m.

What roa//y happened
at Creation?
The one truth In the
Genesis account to
which evolutionists
can give only one
startling reply!
Write far your free copy:
IdRor.SBM
PO Box 215
ML Crawford, VA
22841

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing business
opportunities ft work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3455.
Child Care - Agaa 3-6. Faculty
reference, activities, meals, Early
Childhood certified, 15 years
experience. "Ms' Connie, 4333697.

Clayborne's
Your Designated Driver
Groups (4 or more),
free transport to & from
Clayborne's.
,.
Cstl 432-1717
Need help with your computer?
Hardware, software & tutoring! Call
Allen. 433-6573, evenings, for
estimate or appointments.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Braakl Travel free with
SunSplash
Tours.
Highest
commissions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
sell reliable tours. Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas. Daytona.
Panama City and Padre. (800)4267710
! Break '96 - Sell trips, earn
caah ft go free! Student Travel
Services Is now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and
Panama City Beach. Call (800)6484849.
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Representatives needed - Financial
opportunity for business-minded
students. 432-1514

Bands at Clayborne's:
Friday, Sept 22,
Thyrd Eye
Saturday, Sept. 23,
Dally Planet

Managara wanted - Men's
basketball team seeks 3 hardworking, enthusiastic students to
assist the head manager. Call
x3838 today!
Guest bartenders
needed!
Represent your organization or club.
Call Clayborne's, 432-1717.

PERSONALS
Bring this ad to The Studio - And
get $3 off'any hair service. Call
434-8188 for an appointment.
Young childless couple searching
for a baby to love and adopt. Call
(800)249-1927. access code 43.
Easy fundraiser - Attention student
organizations, fraternities, sororities
& clubs. I need patio space. Cash
paid. JMU alumnus. (703)6656958, leave message.

Inside starting at 9:30 p.m.
ZTA congratulates their new
members! Welcome Xi's! We love
you!
KlckBoJung ft Karats - For man ft
women. Circuit training, great
workout. Halterman Karate ft
KickBoxing. Call 433-8824.
Clllla available! Hire us. your
homegrown comedy improv group,
for performances at parties,
banquets, dances, dorms, your first
date. We'll be there! K you call 4335143.
ALA - Shrimp * KJckbal waa fun.
Can't wait for the shotgun wedding.
flKA

Graduate Student Night
Thursdays at
Clayborne's

Hev Mortal Combat Fans!
Come play
Mortal Combat 3
Todayl
The CornerPocket
Gameroom now displays
rts game of the month and
more...
Cruising USA.
tfrtiia FJthtsr 2,
Killer Instinct

WANTED

College Handbell Choir forming at
Asbury UMC. Contact Laura at 4342836 or Kevin at 434-6573 for info.

Hockey Officials! Sign-up in Warren
303. For more info, contact
University Recreation Intramural
Office. x3940.

Tfceta CM Fraternity Rush begins
September 17-September 30. For
info call Tomat 433-7985. See our
ad in this issue.

M

Organizing moating Sept. 21
at 7 p.m.
Call Kurt for more Info,
433-2876.
Uka to sing? Seeking female
underclassmen for small acappella
group. Call Carrie at 434-8000 for
info.
Welcome back JMU - The
Downtown Salon offers 20% off to
all students. Call 434-5263 for
appt. or walk in at 16 Newman Ave.
AT Pledges rack) Congratulations!
We love you. Delta Gamma
*

For more Information
on advertising In
The Breeze cUssmeds,
please call 5684127
weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

7

Q: How do I place a classified in The Breeze .
A: Ks easy i
All you have to do is come in person to The Breeze's office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger (across Main Street) weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. "
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 words, $2 for each additional 10
words; Boxed classifieds, $10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issues, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issues.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.
Breeze classifieds: cheap, classy, clever — and effective*
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The Best Pizza In Town

Best Pizza
Best Price
Medium Pizzas
Cup to 3 toppings)
&

4 FREE Drinks

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

[ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

Pizza, Pasta, Salad & Dessert

MON. - FRI. 11 a.m. • 2 p.m
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m

...3.99
...„...4.99

ALL DAY SAT & SUN 11-8:30

plus tax
Large 1 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

•2 Wide Screen TVs &VCRs
♦ 3 Party Rooms / Banquet Facilities AvaDaMel

Large Pizzas
(up to 3 toppings)

Visit Gaitiland,..0?er 30 New Games

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

&

8 FREE Drinks

FAST, FREE DELIVERS
11 a.m. -12 midnight Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.m. — 1 a-m. FrL - Sat

plus tax

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

plus tax
large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary
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